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Preface 
 

 

 

The past few years have been marked worldwide by the commemoration of the beginning and end 

of the First World War, exactly 100 years ago. In Ypres and in so many other places, tribute was paid 

to the millions of victims, both military and civilian. 

This year the 75th anniversary of 'D-Day' is central. On 6 June 1944, mainly American, Canadian and 

British troops landed on the coast of Normandy and the difficult liberation of Europe began. These 

events were also 'celebrated' with the necessary pomp. Just about all contemporary political leaders 

and especially the last veterans were present. I can still smell the scent of gunpowder and blood, 

sand and sea', Cliff Goodall told the assembled press in June. He was one of the lucky ones who 

survived the landing at Omaha Beach. 

The importance of such commemorative ceremonies can hardly be overestimated. After all, 

collective memory is short-lived and as the years go by, the historical context of both World Wars is 

increasingly forgotten by the general public.  

And this is precisely where the danger lies, for 'he who does not know history is doomed to repeat 

it', wrote the Spanish-American poet and philosopher George Santayana in 1905. 

Wise words, which have lost none of their topical value now that far-right ideas seem to have the 

wind in their sails again all over Europe. In Flanders, too, a clear shift to the right cannot be denied, 

witness the results of the recent parliamentary elections. What the Pano-report on the right-wing 

radical 'Shield and Friends' revealed in the autumn of 2018 was shocking and sickening.  

However, it does not always have to be grand, media-pleasing ceremonies that appropriately pay 

tribute to the victims and heroes of both wars.  

For example, in March 2019, in Ghent, twenty stumbling stones, the so-called 'Stolpersteine', were 

placed in the pavement in front of the homes or workplaces of young men who had resisted the 

German occupier in various ways during the war years, but had to pay for it with their lives.  

Julius Matthys, married and father of two sons, René and Alfons, was one of them. It is no 

coincidence that his trip stone was placed in Meersstraat in Ghent. It was there that he worked at 

the firm Optique et Instruments de Précision (OIP) during the war years.  

At OIP, no fewer than ten employees were members of the Patriotic Militia, one of the two pillars 

of the Independence Front (OF). They sabotaged or delayed the production of optical instruments 

for the German air force and also committed other acts of resistance. For Julius -Jules- these heroic 

deeds ended in failure. He was arrested, deported and died of deprivation in the hold of the ship 

'Athen' in the Bay of Lübeck in Germany on 23 April 1945. He died in the arms of two OIP workmates, 

who survived the horrors.  
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In the present book, Alfons Matthys, a resident of Lochristi, reconstructs meticulously and in great 

detail the fate of his father, Jules, and his workmates at OIP. Alfons is an exceptionally driven man, 

a gritty octogenarian with a mission. He still receives new documents, additional testimonies, other 

stories, ... It may be clear that this work is not yet 'finished' and will undoubtedly have a sequel. 

Alfons's document is of great historical value. It deserves to be read by family, friends, 

acquaintances of all persons quoted and by extension by all who are interested in the impact of war 

circumstances on the lives of young people. The story of Jules and his companions therefore also 

has a high topical value. 

But above all, this work is - to my mind - a respectful tribute from a man who never really knew his 

father. The loss of a six-year-old boy who loves his daddy, his 'hero', forever.  

 

Let us therefore pass on the torch, as the Canadian army doctor John McCrae wrote in the last stanza 

of his world-famous poem 'In Flanders Fields': 

 

‘Take up our quarrel with the foe: 

To you from failing hands we throw 

The torch; be yours to hold it high. 

If you break faith with us who die 

We shall not sleep, though poppies grow 

In Flanders fields.’ 

 

Yves Deswaene 
Mayor of Lochristi 
June 2019 
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Introduction 

 
This is the story as I remember it in part from my childhood, as I heard it told at a later age, and as I 

have been able to compile in recent years and even more recently in recent months on the basis of 

registrations and documents that I have found personally or have made available to me. 

 

By my approach to really put on paper the story of my father Julius Matthys, in everyday language 

Jules, and subsequently by the initiative of the National Confederation of Political Prisoners and 

Entitled Persons Region Ghent-Eeklo (NCPGR) to have a Memorial Stone laid for about 20 Resistance 

fighters from Ghent and surrounding municipalities, I happened to come into contact with the 

Management of OIP NV in Oudenaarde. And since coincidence is not always pure chance, I also 

found out that OIP NV would be celebrating its 100th anniversary in September 2019. After a while, 

I was informed by the management of OIP NV that it was their possible intention to create a book 

about OIP NV for their customers on the occasion of the 100th anniversary. The management was 

very interested in my story about OIP's Resistance during WWII. This "young" Management 

obviously has no knowledge of the period 1940-1945 at OIP Gent.  

 

OIP, "Société Belge d'Optique et d'Instruments de Précision", was originally founded on 6 

September 1919 at Albertlaan 148 in Ghent by André Callier (1877-1938) and 14 other "Capital 

contributors". Later address changes, as we could find in archives, on Albertlaan 38 in Ghent and 

then Meersstraat 110 in Ghent with several changes of the house number such as 108, 130, 138. 

This last house number was it at the time of the bankruptcy on 17 December 1987. The company 

was then later, on 24 February 1988, restarted under the name OIP NV in Oudenaarde, where it is 

still located today. 

                                                               

So I set to work to unravel my existing archive about my father Jules and the above-mentioned 

period of the past 100 years to see what might be useful for publication and especially for 

reconstructing the terrible period of 1940-1945.  

Moreover, I started to contact various people who I thought could help me set up my story. 

Eventually, my story about my father started to take shape, I found more information in my personal 

archives than I originally had in mind and I came to the conclusion that it was becoming quite 

extensive and would be difficult to include it in the possibly to be made book "100 years OIP". The 

result of my research was that the story almost really covers the period from 1919 to 2019 and we 

can therefore really talk about "100 years of OIP". It was then that I myself finally made the decision 

to create my story as a stand-alone and to extend it beyond the personal environment of my father 

to the eight OIP Opponents. This decision gave rise to the title of my story "Jules Matthys and the 8 

of OIP". However, my research also led to certain parts of my story spreading to the entire OIP 

community. The following pages and annexes are the result of that. 
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I think it is opportune to introduce my father Jules with a photo of him in army clothes and with the 

description that the army services made of him.  

Info from "Military Pocketbook": Soldier Milicien / Stock number 223.958 / Militia class 1925. 

 

                                             
 

Notice on the photo of my father on the left "vest pocket" the watch chain he wore then.                     

And lo and behold, I found this necklace in my mother's "archive". Nice souvenir! 

My utmost thanks go to my mother, De Smet Mathilde, who for about 48 years carefully preserved 

all documents related to my father in two cardboard boxes. Only after her death in 1993 did I find 

these boxes and could therefore "illustrate" my current story with some important documents 

about my father. 

 

                                                   
                                                                                                        
     My mother Mathilde De Smet                                                                                Picture of the watch chain. 
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After distributing the first edition of my story on June 21, 2019, I was able to trace through additional 

found and/or received information regarding OIP Ghent that between 1919 and about 1977, André 

Callier and Jacques Callier (son of André) respectively were successive Managing Directors and that 

at that time Albert Moreels held the position of General Director. Pol Mollet was respectively 

Director of the Research and Development Department and Director of the Engineering 

Department. After the death of Jacques Callier in 1977, his son Alexis Callier held the position of 

Director for several years. Hereafter a picture of the five above-mentioned directors of OIP Ghent. 

 

                                                                                                                                                                                                                           
 

          André Callier (°1877  +1938)                   Jacques Callier (+1977).                              Alexis Callier.  

                 Founder of OIP Ghent.                                       Photo taken in 1959.                              Photo taken in 2019.  

 

                                                                  
          

                                              Albert Moreels                                                                              Pol Mollet 

 

 

 

In 1929, the company NV Metagra was also founded in the Meersstraat in Ghent, where André 

Callier and Jacques Callier together held 71% of the shares. This last company later evolved 

completely autonomously under the management of Jacques Callier and his son Alexis Callier. 
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Above is an extract from OIP's Foundation Deed in which certain details are important in terms of 

names that will be covered in one way or another in the following chapters of my story. So the 

Foundation of OIP involved 15 "Capital Contributors". Remember the three important contributors 

to my story, highlighted in green: (1) André Callier, (2) André Dauge and (12) "SA d'Optique et de 

Mécanique de Haute Précision" (Anciens Ets. Lacour Berthiot à Paris).  

 

The foundation deed was drawn up on 6/09/1919 and filed with the Registry on 20/09/1919. 

 

 

Alfons 

Son of Jules 
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Chap.1 : Jules 

                Period 4 March 1923 until 12 May 1940 Ghent Belgium 
 

Below some sentences as an extract of the work "VAN WERKBOEKJE TOT ARBEIDSCONTRACT". 

The nineteenth-century labour relations; by PATRICIA VAN DEN EECKHOUT Professor Doctor, 

Department of Political Sciences - Vrije Universiteit Brussel. 

 

"The work book that limited the professional mobility of labourer Verstraeten considerably was 

established by the law of 22 germinal year XI (1803).6 According to the French historian Alain 

Cottereau, this law should be seen as the first episode of a code industriel in which everything 

concerning the labour relation would be legally regulated (Hordern, 1991, 36-37; Cottereau, 2002, 

1525). This code, which was supposed to be a kind of "industrial" counterpart of the Commercial 

Code, would never come into being.  As the above quotation shows, the possession of a work book 

was a necessary condition for being hired by an employer. Bosses who accepted workers without 

the latter being able to present a workbook showing that they had fulfilled all their obligations 

towards their previous employer risked having to pay compensation to the former master. The 

experience of Ernest Staes' client shows that the workbook could be used as a repressive tool by the 

employer. The boss could demand that the workbook was handed over when the employee was 

hired. If he judged that the employee had not (yet) fully complied with the agreements made, the 

withholding of the workbook was an effective means to obtain satisfaction. Not only the 

professional but also the geographical mobility of workers could be limited by the workbook. 

Indeed, the Decree of 9 frimary year XII (1803), which regulated the practical modalities of the 

workbook, stated that workers who set off without a workbook signed by the mayor were 

considered vagabonds. Comments on the legislation indicate that the booklet was intended to bind 

workers who had a more or less permanent relationship with an employer."                                        

 

 

 

In my personal archives I have found such a Workbook of my father Jules. 

And lo and behold, this shows that my father was rather "fickle" in his employment relations.... 

 

 

So I note from that Workbook: 

 

From 04/03/1923 to 16/02/1925 in the service of OIP Boulevard Albert 148 Gand. 

During a few years, from 11/03/1925 until 09/12/1929 he worked with 5 other companies... 

And then again from 10/12/1929 till 31/03/1933 in service of OIP Boulevard Albert 38 Gand. 

No registrations for the period 01/04/1933 till 02/04/1939... 

Then again from 03/04/1939 to 15/05/1940 in service of OIP Rue de la Prairie 110 Gand. 
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                                                Julius Matthys WORKBOOK Outer cover and Front page. 
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                                              Julius Matthys WORKBOOK Inside pages. 
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From the same period I have found another document "Mobilisation of the Army - Liberation" 

which is dated 31 October 1939 and which also shows that my father was employed at OIP Gent at 

that time. 
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Chap.2 : Jules and his workmates  

                Period 13 May 1940 to December 1940 France    
                                                                                                                                                                                                                     
In May 1940 the whole company OIP Gent was transferred by order of the Belgian government to 

France, in the Loire region, Arrondissement Roanne, Canton Néronde and specifically in the 

municipalities Néronde and Bussières. The start date must have been shortly after 10th May 1940 

as I found for my father an "end of contract OIP Gent", dated on that date and signed by the then 

General Director of OIP Gent, Albert Moreels. My father's Workbook (Chap.1) speaks about his 

enlistment on April 3, 1939 and until May 15, 1940 and that therefore differs slightly from the end 

date below on the OIP letter.  Why exactly a letter of dismissal was drawn up is a mystery to me, 

but may have something to do with the country commitments in Belgium/France. 

 

                  
 

Jules Matthys OIP Meersstraat Ghent. On date 10 May 1940.. 
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A number of employees, including certainly my father, rode their bicycles first to Paris and then on 

to Roanne and its surroundings. During that "stop" in Paris, my father worked in the company "Sté 

d'Optique & de Mécanique de Hte Précision 125 Boulevard Davout Paris (20ieme)". Specifically at 

the Atelier Croix-Nivert, 164, Rue de la Croix-Nivert, Paris. Note that this is the 12th member 

mentioned in the Founding Act of OIP Ghent. 

 

   
         
                                     Julius Matthys: Paris France. Date 20 May 1940. 
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I did find some information about the company on the Internet:   

 
Additional searches via Wikipedia revealed to me further amalgamation/acquisition of the said  

Company. 

                                 
                                            Notice the evolution of mergers of the various companies, including  

                                                "La SA d'Optique et de Mécanique de Haute Précision " à Paris. 
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I notice that the certificate from Paris states that my father worked there from 20 May 1940 and 

that he apparently left on 1 June 1940. So actually he only worked there for about 10 days. 

Meanwhile, the family members (women and children) and in our case my mother, my brother 

René and I myself (Alfons) were transported by trucks to the said region. The story of Dirk Wanzele 

(grandson of Maurice) says that they went to the region by train (see below). When exactly the 

families and the workers themselves arrived in the Roanne region is unknown to me but I did find 

a "Sauf-Conduit" for my father stamped by the Belgian Embassy in Paris and dated 03-06-1940. 

This last date does "nicely" match the date of 1 June 1940 when he left the company in Paris. 

 

 

                  
 
                                  Julius Matthys : Paris Sauf-Conduit. Date 3 June 1940. 

 

Dirk Wanzele, Maurice's grandson, relates the following story: 

Everyone travelled to France in different ways. First there was a gathering of all the workmen and 

their families at the "sister company" in Paris. The men who could manage it rode their bicycles to 

Paris, as did Maurice and two other workmen (Author's note: one of whom was my father?). Maurice's wife 

Wanzele and son Elie plus about ten other women and children and one man were able to ride along 

with a convoy of travellers, at the back of a van. After much delay due to road blocks and lack of 

petrol, they managed to cross the border and could take the train to Paris. A big problem arose with 

the women when they arrived on the platform in Paris. They were picked up from the platform and 

locked up in a barracks, on suspicion of espionage! Fortunately, the group was able to get away with 

it thanks to the intervention of a Belgian soldier who happened to be there. They then went to the 

appointed place with the men, namely in a company that also manufactured parts for military 

equipment. So this is without doubt the already mentioned company "SA d'Optique et de 

Mécanique de Haute Précision", 12th member of the OIP Ghent Foundation.     
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The whole group, with the exception of two workmen who stayed for a while to work in the Paris 

company (Author's note: one of which was my father Jules ??) could then leave by train for Néronde, 

Bussières and its surroundings. On arrival there the group was split up and distributed among the 

available living quarters that were empty or with citizens who had applied for them. However, a 

number of people stayed in the "Château de la Côte 42" in Bussières. During our visit to Bussières 

on 2 June 2019, I was told by various people that all Belgian families received "supplies" from the 

castle. This could therefore mean that a "central kitchen" was present there in one way or another. 

During my conversation with André Van Wynsberghe, he told me that the Belgians in Néronde had 

little or no contact with the Belgians in Bussières. There was a distance of about 5 kilometres 

between the two communities. This would imply that the 'central kitchen' in the castle was only for 

the Belgians in Bussières. Apparently, only the bachelors belonging to the staff of OIP Ghent were 

admitted to the castle in Bussières. Among them was also André Van Wynsberghe's cousin, Edgard 

Haeghedoorn, the son of the eldest sister of André Van Wynsberghe's mother. Edgard soon came 

to live with them in Néronde. Alfons Dick, Gustaaf's son, and his family also stayed in an empty 

house opposite the church of Néronde. 
 

    
                                                                

                                                                    Bussières Castle France: Château de la Côte. 

 

                                                                     
    

Bussières France : " Château de la Côte ". Tableau tissé Soie. 

Silk fabric made on a machine type "Jacquard". 

Original work received as a gift from the Ruffier-Mathelin family 
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Maurice Wanzele and his family moved into an empty house just on the outskirts of the village of 

Néronde. The house was called "la maison des chouettes" in the local vernacular, because 

apparently a family of owls lived in the attic! In that house they stayed with two other mates (and 

their families) until the end of August 1940. During our visit to Bussières on 2 June 2019, I was able 

to obtain the following photos from Annie Thimonier of the mentioned place in Néronde. On the 

left photo : on the left is Mr.Tissot, Conseiller Municipal de Néronde, on the right is Mr.Botheron, 

Conseiller Municipal de Néronde et Adjoint au Maire de Néronde et fils d'Alexandre Botheron Maire 

de Néronde fin des années 1950. It is Mr Botheron who put me in touch with Louis-Pierre Point. 

 

                                          
. 

                                    
            2019: Photo provided to me by Annie Thimonier. The Ground Plan of Néronde France with, via the 

indication “red arrow”, the location of “La maison des Chouettes” in the “Impasse des Chouettes”.                                                        
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Dirk Wanzele and André Van Wynsberghe both give their version of the stay in France of machines 

and staff of OIP Gent. I will try to harmonise this a bit hereafter. The machines of OIP were sent 

before but reached weeks later, drop by drop and after searches in the stations of Lyon, St.Etienne 

and Roanne, the station of Balbigny from where they were transferred into a van of the Ghent 

moving company "Steurbaut" and transported by the latter to Néronde and set up there in the 

"usine" ready to operate (only the electricity had to be switched on).  Maurice Wanzele was one of 

the staff members who helped assemble the machines. André Van Wynsberghe says that after the 

capitulation, a large part of the staff members returned to Ghent with their families in August 

1940. Before the return to Gent of the last employees of OIP, all machines of OIP had been sent by 

train and after the departure of the last employees, the "usine" was completely empty. Dirk 

Wanzele also gives the following anecdote: when Belgium capitulated, the Belgians in the Roanne 

region could no longer buy foodstuffs.  Some time later, France also capitulated. During his stay in 

Néronde, Maurice Wanzele worked for a farmer (Michaut family). A strong friendship bond was 

forged between the Wanzele family and the Michaut family. After the war, Elie Wanzele (son of 

Maurice) and the daughter of Michaut stayed in touch through letters until Elie married Dirk's 

mother! During our visit to Bussières on 2 June 2019, I took the following picture of the mentioned 

place in Néronde. The little house in question was later demolished as part of the reconstruction 

of a business. It was also at that place that the old building "Broderie" stood and where so OIP 

Gent had "installed" itself. 

 

              
                                       

                                                 2019: Photo taken at the building "Lycee Professionnel Pierre Coton". 

                   According to the testimony of, among others, Louis-Pierre Point, the house of the Michaut family 

                                                    were located where the blue gate of the new building is now. 
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Alfons Dick also told me that the Belgians 

left Ghent at the beginning of May 1940 in, 

among others, a light truck from the 

Steurbaut company in Ghent (apparently a 

transport company at the time). A first stop 

was made in Abbeville and then on to Paris.    

 

 
               Photo received from André Van Wynsberghe:  

 Model of a van of the Steurbaut company from the years 1940-1944. 

 

  

Our family (my father, my mother, my brother and 

myself) stayed with the family Jean-Marie Mathelin and 

wife Marie Demare in Bussières.  

This family consisted of father, mother and two 

daughters, one of whom was slightly disabled. The 

youngest daughter Simone was 15 years old at the time 

and I Alfons just 2 years old. Apparently, according to the 

story, Simone and I went every day to buy milk from the 

farmers, and each time we passed the castle mentioned. 

However, I have no recollection of this. 

 
Jean-Marie Mathelin and his wife Marie Demare 

 

During our stay in Bussières, my father worked for a local company, as is documented. Somewhere, 

this must be a piece of evidence that the OIP Community did not start up there as OIP. 

 

      
 

      Jules Matthys: Bussières France. Date 30 August 1940.                                                             

Current address of the building: Rue 8 Mai 1945 at 42510 Bussières France.     
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Eventually, the first Belgians left the region by order of the Germans around 30 August 1940. 

Another source ("OIP RIP" by Mark Rummens) indicates that the company continued to function in 

France after the French capitulation because it was located in the free zone. The same source also 

says that, when in 1942 the occupation was extended to the whole of France, the company was 

dismantled again and it returned, together with the staff, to Ghent. This is however in contradiction 

with the mentioning on the "Certificat Individuel de Rapatriement" where the date 27 August 1940 

is mentioned.  Simone Mathelin also confirmed to me that we "only" stayed in Bussières from May 

to August 1940. And so Dirk Wanzele's story also mentions the end of August 1940 as the date of 

departure to Belgium. Moreover, in my archives I found a document that confirms that my father 

worked at a company in Lokeren Belgium from 1941 until 25 June 1943.  

 

After the publication of the first version of my story, I also received a reaction from Mark Rummens.  

He informed me that OIP's return to Belgium was indeed at the end of 1940 and that his mentioning 

of "1942" was based on a misinterpretation of his basic notes. With this, the problem is solved.  

 

During my personal contact with André Van Wynsberghe, he also told me that his family only 

returned to Belgium in December 1940. His father Julien, as "chef d'entretien", was prevented from 

bringing all machines back to Ghent, together with leading OIP employees. Alfons Dick informed me 

that his family returned to Belgium by train at the end of September 1940. From these different 

stories we can therefore conclude that the OIP-Belgians returned to Belgium at different times 

depending on personal circumstances and whether or not they had to help dismantle and load the 

machines that had to return to Ghent. 

 

Almost naturally, OIP here in Belgium came under direct German control at that time. I have found 

traces of this in various documents from my personal archive, from the General State Archives in 

Brussels and from Archive Info in Bremen Germany. See Chapter 4 further on in my story. Hereafter 

I added a copy of the four certificates of our family for the repatriation from France to Belgium in 

August 1940. Notice that for me the date of birth is 24/12/1922. My real date of birth is 23/04/1938 

and I was barely 2 years old! Apparently, and perhaps fortunately, there was no real or insufficient 

control on this at the time of repatriation. Note also that the documents are signed by the then 

"Maire de Néronde" Mr. C. Fournel. 
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                                                          Location plan Bussières en Néronde France. 

                                                      Found by chance during my searches via the Internet. 

 

Contacts with the municipal services of Néronde and Bussières did not give me any further 

information. In response to my questions, I was told that the local municipal archives of that 

period are no longer available or retrievable. 

 

After the visit of my wife and myself to Bussières in June 1986 (see Chapter 6), Simone sent me a 

short text from a magazine from the 1940s.  It talks about the Belgians who stayed in 

Bussières/Néronde in 1940. 

                  
 
                      Received in 1986 from Simone Mathelin : short incomplete text from a magazine of the time...  
 

           In preparation for our annual leave in June 2019 and the associated visit to Bussières France 

(see further Chap.9), I had asked the Ruffier-Mathelin family if they could check in the 

municipalities of Bussières and Néronde whether there were any persons who could 

somehow find any stories or information concerning the "invasion of the Belgians" in 1940. 

And, unbelievable but true, on 21 May 2019 I received a message from the family with the 

very interesting 2-page document attached.  
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                                                            Document Bussières/Néronde France. Pag.1.  
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                                                   Document Bussières/Néronde France. Pag.2.  

 

 

This document contains a large number of points which I have already mentioned in one way or 

another, others which confirm points already mentioned and others which raise new questions for 

me.  

Note the statement "Deux directeurs belges y habitaient, monsieur Callié et Monsieur Morels " 

(Author's note: this should be "Callier" and "Moreels"). The founder André Callier died in 1938 and so it is 

Jacques Callier, André's son, who stayed here. By the way, Alexis Callier, Jacques' son, was also 

present here as a 4-year old toddler and it is inevitable that he and I, as a 2-year old toddler, must 

have met there somehow. Today, neither of us remembers anything about it. Albert Moreels was 

then the General Manager of OIP Ghent. Note also the mention of "responsable financier Monsieur 

Van Dened" (Author's note: it could well be that the name was "Van den Eden" or something like that) and "un 

ingénieur opticien Monsieur le Baron Peter Wrangel". We have not yet come across these last two 

names in other documents. I was already told about "Monsieur Vaneck" (Author's note: should be "Van 

Hecke") on our first visit to Bussières in 1986 (see Chap.6). 
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During our visit of 2 June 2019 to Bussières and the surrounding area, I was able to learn, thanks to 

Annie Thimonier's research, that Charly Van Hecke died in 1994. He has two daughters: Marie-Claire 

and Brigitte. I was also able to obtain the coordinates of Marie-Claire. In the contacts I made on the 

spot with Marie-Claire via e-mail I could further act out that Régine (la jolie "bussièroise") the wife 

of Charly is staying in a rest home in Sartrouville near Paris. She will be 99 years old on 24 June 2019! 

Marie-Claire herself lives in Lamballe in Brittany. Back in Bussières, I exchanged several messages 

with her by e-mail. In one of her replies she writes, and I quote: "Quel dommage de se trouver si 

tard"! She also writes that she and her sister went to Oudenaarde some years ago, in 2014, to find 

the house of Jules Van Hecke, Charly's father, at the time Director of a textile company in 

Oudenaarde.  So she probably did not know about the existence of OIP NV either. Marie-Claire 

would also try to find some more information about her parents. Still on our new visit of 2 June 

2019, Louis-Pierre Point made me some clarifications about the above document.  " Souvenirs du 

Président " was given to Roland Ruffier, son of Simone Mathelin, by Mr. Botheron, son of the former 

Mayor of Néronde.  It was apparently published in a periodical called JARNICOTON in 1940.  The 

named "President" is Louis-Pierre Point, now Honorary President of the Association ADN (Amis de 

Néronde). The article was also written by him, but finally written by René Berchoud from Tarare. 

See the second page at the bottom where "z.P." is the abbreviation of "Zouzou Point" and where 

Zouzou is the nickname of Louis-Pierre Point.   Louis-Pierre also told me (via e-mail) that Gentlemen 

Callier, Moreels, Wrangel and Van Dened (?) often went to dinner in Balbigny at 6 km from Néronde 

in the "Hotel-Restaurant de la Paix chez la Catherine Labbé" where in those days the cuisine was 

apparently very good! 

 

On 17 June 2019, I received from Louis-Pierre Point, via e-mail, the reference of the magazine in 

which the above article appeared: in February 1995 in issue 44 of the magazine "JARNICOTON" of 

which outside cover is below... 
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Louis-Pierre was very happy with our meeting and he passed on some interesting data to me. One 

of these data shows chronologically what was active in the "Broderie" building between 1870 and 

2007. For the sake of clarity, I have marked the different periods with a "red" number. So notice the 

number 3 for the period 1939-1941 where it is mentioned that "Usine d'Optique de Gand Belgique" 

was present there. 
 

         
 

                  Scan 2019: chronological order of the activities that have taken place in the "Broderie" building. 

 

The purchase of the building ("ancienne broderie") was acquired in 1938 by "l'Optique Parisien" (no 

doubt again the company 12 at the Foundation of OIP Ghent) and that is why "l'Optique Belge" came 

to Néronde. According to information received, the "leaders" then were Messrs Callier and Moreels 

and Dauge who stayed in the chalet of the Broderie. Also that name Dauge is now for the first time 

mentioned in an information. The article above also mentions that the family of Louis-Pierre Point 

gave residence in 1940 to engineer Optician the Baron Pierre Wrangel, to his wife Andrée and her 

son from a first marriage Marco Lust (9 years old). Baron Pierre Wrangel was the son of General 

Wrangel chief of Czar Nicholas' army.    
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                     Andrée & Pierre Wrangel.                                             Néronde France : Photo on date of 2 June 2019. 

         Photo received from Louis-Pierre Point                                            Former Private School of Mr Grataloup       

                                                               
 

Louis-Pierre Point was 10 years old in 1940 and he was at a public school of Mr Grataloup in 

Néronde, together with Marco Lust. Louis-Pierre Point also gave me a copy of a letter (3 pages + 

copy of the cover) from Engineer André Dauge. The letter is dated 3 August 1940 and was addressed 

to "Monsieur et Madame Tony Point à Néronde", Louis-Pierre Point's parents. Notice the address 

crossed out at the top of the letter: Sint-Martens-Latem and the engineer's title "A.I.G.".  André 

Dauge was residing at 33 Clementinalaan in Ghent; and he was therefore also one of the Capital 

Contributors to the OIP Foundation (See "Introduction"). In this letter we can also read that André 

Dauge temporarily stayed in Alzonne France and that he hoped that OIP could start up in spite of 

the German occupation. Furthermore he says that he was waiting for the permission or even the 

order to return to Belgium. Hereafter the headline of the said letter. 
                                          

 
 

              Scan of June 2019: Letter 3 August 1940 from André Dauge to the parents of Louis-Pierre Point.... 
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An anecdote in the document of the "Président" is the story at the end of the first page beginning 

of the second page about the broken cross.  Apparently, the "OIP-Belgians" sometimes got a little 

carried away there.  During our visit in June 2019, I was "confronted with the facts".  And yes, there 

really has been a repair to the cross and the photos below prove it. 
 

                                                            
 

Néronde: Photos on 2 June 2019. The "Croix des Roches" which was broken off when climbed by one of the Belgians.  

According to André Van Wynsberghe, employee Coucke would have done the repair (clearly visible in the photo). 

 

The Wrangel family stayed with Louis-Pierre Point's parents in Place du Palud Néronde. According 

to Louis-Pierre Point, Pierre Wrangel was an engineer at OIP. At the end of December 1941 the 

Wrangel family left via Spain to New-York USA. In my further searches for info on the Wrangel 

family I did not get any further. Nowhere is there any trace to be found and so I have my personal 

doubts if Pierre Wrangel was employed by OIP Gent or on the contrary maybe he was employed 

by the French sister company in Paris? For that matter, nowhere in Louis-Pierre Point's French-

language article is there any mention of employees of the Parisian company, and that can't be 

right, can it? The names Callier, Moreels, Dauge, Van Dened and Vaneck are all Belgians, so why 

would they not mention a single name from the French sister company? Moreover, the Belgians 

left the company in August 1940 and maybe some more in the beginning of 1941 and Wrangel left 

for the USA in December 1941. So we will never know... 

In the meantime I have also heard from Paul Moreels that "Van Dened" will certainly be Albert 

Vandenheede. However, no further information has been found about this person.  Pol Mollet, at 

the time Director of the Research and Development Department and Director of the Engineering 

Department at OIP Ghent has not been in Néronde-Bussières France as he was a mobilized reserve 

officer from 1939 to 1945 and was also a prisoner of war in Germany.                        

 

Photo received from Paul Moreels, son of Albert, and taken in 

1940 at Café Chanelière/Giroudon opposite the town hall of 

Néronde.  

On the right on the bench is Albert Moreels, General Manager 

of OIP Ghent.                                        

None of the people contacted recognized the lady on the left 

or the man in the middle. There are doubts whether it could 

be André Dauge or Albert Vandenheede. 
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Louis-Pierre Point also gave me a very old photo of the building where OIP Gent settled in 1940 

(Ancienne Usine Broderie Néronde France). 
 

                                                    
            

                                             Scan 2019: Ancienne Usine de Broderie in Néronde France.  

 

 

                                                 
 
     In September 2019, I received from Paul Moreels, son of Albert, another photo dated 1940 of the same building 

and most likely taken by his father Albert when he was in Néronde. 

 

                                             
 

On 23 October 2019, I also received a photo of the building from André Van Wynsberghe. Also taken in 1940. 
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From Paul Moreels I received two photos dated 1940 with an inside view of the building "Usine de 

Broderie" in Néronde.  All machines seem to have been installed anyway, but given the super clean 

floor and surroundings of the machines, they probably never worked.   This was confirmed to me by 

André Van Wynsberghe and Alfons Dick. 
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During our visit to the Bussières Castle on 2 June 2019, I only found a few inscriptions on one door, 

made by the "OIP-Belgians". 

 

               
 

Photo taken on 2 June 2019 at the Chateau de Bussières France. 

Difficult but more or less still readable are the names "MICHIELS J." and "DUPONT H." 

Slightly less clear and with doubt the name "DUPONT G."??? 
 

 
 

Photo taken on 2 June 2019 at the Chateau de Bussières France. 

Difficult but more or less legible is the inscription: “No entry for those not staying here”. 
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On 18 June 2019, I received through Postal Services an 

envelope containing photos and copy of information 

regarding Charly Van Hecke. Sender was Marie-Claire Van 

Hecke from Lamballe in France, one of Charly's daughters. The 

photo shows Charly and his wife Régine from Bussières 

France, whom he married in 1940. The photo would have 

been taken in the garden of the house in Oudenaarde 

Belgium. André Van Wynsberghe gave me additional 

information that Charly was a former goalkeeper with Racing                

Gent. 

 

Included in the shipment was a copy of a letter of dismissal similar to that of my father (see 

beginning of Chap.2). However, the date here is 18 August 1940 and it was drawn up in Néronde 

France. The certificate emanates from the Director Albert Moreels but is signed at the bottom as 

"Pr. le Directeur," by "Van Schaftinghe". According to André Van Wynsberghe, this person was an 

engineer at OIP. The letter of dismissal was probably drawn up because Charles had stayed in 

Bussières and everyone was returning to Belgium.                

Still with the same consignment of Marie-Claire Van Hecke was a document "Mobilisation of the 

Army - Liberation" in the name of "Van Hecke K."  So the "K" could stand for "Karel"?  I added this 

here because there is also a reference on the document to "Société Belge d'Optique et 

d'Instruments de Précision, 110 (or 118?), rue de la Prairie Gand". The document is dated 21 March 

1940, so it predates the period of Bussières France. 
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During my personal contact with André Van Wynsberghe on 23 October 2019 and with Alfons Dick 

on 2 November 2019, they both provided me with some photographs of the 1940 period in Néronde. 

I have added below a limited selection from those photos that I thought could somehow illustrate 

the "Néronde-Bussières" story from their two family stays in that region. No or few other "OIP-

Belgians" were recognized on the photos. 
 

 

 

 

On the photo above from left to right: André Van 

Wynsberghe and Julien father of André employee at OIP. 

On the photo below from left to right: Germaine wife of 

Bernard Oosterlinck, mother of André and Bernard 

Oosterlinck also employee at OIP. 

 

The house on the photo is the house where the Van 

Wynsberghe family stayed in Néronde. 

 

 

 

 

 
Photo taken in 1940 in Néronde, France. 

         
                   

        Photo Van Wynsberghe taken in 1940 in Néronde, France. Nice picture of the unloading of the OIP-machines. 

         According to André Van Wynsberghe, the person on the far left of the photo is engineer Pierre de Hainaut. 
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      Photo Van Wynsberghe taken in Néronde France in 1940. Meeting of the group of Belgians in Néronde. 

      The sign reads "Néronde Loire 1940 Optique Belge". 
 

   
 

Photo Van Wynsberghe taken in Néronde France in 1940.  Women doing their laundry in the local "watering hole". 
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 .  

 

                                  Dick's photo taken in 1940 in Néronde, France. Also at the "water place".    

                    On the right on the photo mother Alfons Dick and father Gustaaf Dick. 

 

                           
 

                          Photo Dick taken in 1940 Néronde France. 

               Left mother, middle Alfons Dick, right father Gustaaf Dick on a walk in Néronde. 
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                                                   Photo Van Wynsberghe taken in 1940 in Néronde France.                     

       

According to André Van Wynsberghe, the picture above shows a procession of the OIP-Belgians on 

the occasion of 21 July 1940. Concerning the four persons on the second row of the picture: 

according to info from Marco Lust (Loost), the fourth from the left, with his cloak on his arm, is 

Pierre Wrangel, and the second from the left is André Dauge. According to Paul Moreels, the third 

person from the left is his father Albert Moreels.  No statement at the moment about who the first 

person from the left would be: Jacques Callier or Albert Vandenheede???? 

 

  

 

 

On this photo taken in 1940: the 

couple on the left is Bernard 

Oosterlinck and his wife 

Germaine  

The three ladies in the middle 

were not recognized by anyone.                                             

The three persons on the right 

are respectively the mother of 

André Van Wynsberghe, André 

himself and his father Julien. 
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Also from Franky, the son of my cousin Raymond Dhoedt, I received information about the period 

1940 in France. Raymond has also been employed by OIP as a clerk but Franky does not know in 

which function.  From the archives of Franky I received three very interesting documents that relate 

to the "move" of OIP from Gent to Néronde in France.  

The first document refers to the departure order to Paris for Raymond. Unfortunately, this 

document bears no date. The second document, dated 20 May 1940, indicates that Raymond was 

to go to Néronde in France in the company whose headquarters were in Paris. So this also shows 

that the company in Néronde was apparently in the name of the company in Paris and not in the 

name of OIP Ghent. The third document, written in Dutch and dated "Mai 1940", gives a kind of 

itinerary (travel table) to travel from Paris to Néronde. We read that a train should be taken in Paris 

(Gare de Lyon) to Balbigny France. And then from there by bus or on foot to Néronde.    

 

 

 
 

                                      Departure order for Raymond Dhoedt to the first destination Paris France. 
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                               Order for Raymond Dhoedt to leave Paris for Néronde. Document prepared in Paris. 

 

                    
 

                           Travel route from Paris to Néronde for Raymond Dhoedt. Document prepared in Paris.         
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Chap.3 : Jules and his workmates  

                Period 12 August 1944 till 21 May 1945 Germany 
 

In my personal archive I found some pictures of my father Jules that were taken at OIP in the 

Meersstraat in Ghent. These pictures date from before August 1944. I found the first picture 

typical for my story "Jules Matthys and the 8 of OIP" and I put it on the cover of my brochure. 

Alfons Dick gave me a picture of his father Gustaaf with an almost identical "pose" to the one of 

my father Jules. The other photo shows a whole group of OIP workers. I inquired with the relatives 

and few persons could be recognized. 

 

                           
                   My father Jules at OIP Meersstraat Ghent.                          Gustaaf Dick at OIP Meersstraat Ghent.                                                                      

Notice the similarity between the two pictures of Jules and Gustaaf! 

 

                                            
Group photo OIP Ghent. Recognized and identified by relatives: 

Matthys Jules bottom center blue circled; immediately left of Jules is Gustaaf Dick,   

Top row standing third from right is Haegeman Camille. 

 

  Laura Dekeghel, granddaughter of Willy, sent me another group photo. 

 

                                                                 
                                               Group photo OIP Ghent. Recognized and identified by relatives: 

                                                                      Above fourth from right Dekeghel Willy. 

                                                                   No other workmen recognized by relatives.                                                                                                                                                                 
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On 12 August 1944, in the workshops of OIP Meersstraat in Gent, 8 Werkmakkers were arrested 

by the G.F.P. (Geheime Feldpolizei). One of those 8 was my father Jules. Later it turned out that 

they were all part of the Resistance Group Company Militia, Patriotic Militia (PM), Independence 

Front (OF). They were transferred and imprisoned in the prison Nieuwewandeling in Ghent. 

According to information from Willy Dekeghel, the Resistance Group consisted of 10 persons.  

When the company OIP was raided, around 7.15 a.m., all workers were gathered and 8 were taken 

out of the group. Two were able to escape: Gustaaf Fortie and Adolf Janssens. With this 

information we arrive at a total of 10 persons. The names of the two escapees do not appear on 

the list mentioned below. Gustaaf Fortie was Commandant of the OF Division Ghent. He was 

apparently the highest rank of the resistance. His pseudonym was "Boule". According to 

information from Dirk Wanzele, grandson of Maurice, the 8 were taken out of the group on the 

basis of a list that was supposedly found at Valère Billiet. According to sources within the OF, 

during a search of Valère Billiet's house, that list was found in a piano. 

 

This list only mentioned the date of birth of the persons and their pseudonym:  

 

Dekeghel Willy = pseudonym Walter,  

De Paepe Victor = pseudonym Eric,  

De Vliegher Alphonse = pseudonym Kobe,  

Haegeman Camille = pseudonym Farry,  

Labens Gustave = pseudonym Hubert,  

Lammertyn Roger = pseudonym Germain,  

Matthys Jules = pseudonym Pierre,  

Wanzele Maurice = pseudonym BIBI89. 
 

However, it was precisely by means of these dates of birth that they were identified and thus 

arrested. Valère Billiet was higher in command within the OF and a very competent Professor at 

the University of Ghent. He himself was arrested on 10 August 1944 and killed on 03 May 1945 in 

Lübeck (Germany). His date of arrest is thus two days before the date of arrest of the 8 of OIP and 

could thus confirm the story of the list found. 
 

                                     
                                 

                                                                    The two OF-FI bracelets from my father Jules. 
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                                  Company militia OIP: Composition of group and their pseudonyms. Date 1 July 1944. 

                                                    Copy list provided to me by Dirk Wanzele grandson of Maurice. 
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I remember that during my father's imprisonment in Ghent, a motorbike with a sidecar and two 

Gestapos came to our house in Lokeren. They then searched every nook and cranny, say from the 

cellar to the attic. Fortunately, perhaps, they found nothing special. 

I remember that the day before the Gestapo visit, my brother René had made a revolver disappear 

in the Meersen behind our house! Dirk Wanzele also says that, the day the group was arrested, his 

grandmother was informed in a hurry by a Weather Underground. She was able to make documents 

and two pistols disappear. Fortunately, because a little later the Gestapo raided their house and 

searched the Wanzele family's home. Dirk Wanzele says that the Gestapo first spoke in German, to 

which his grandmother replied that she did not understand. The man then tried French and finally 

spoke Flemish, from which it could immediately be deduced that he was a purebred Fleming. Elie 

Wanzele, son of Maurice, was just doing his homework and was terrified because a cupboard was 

opened in which Elie remembered that his father had once stored a weapon! Fortunately, the search 

turned up nothing there either. So these are practically two similar stories about weapons and visits 

from the Gestapo. Maurice Wanzele was group leader of the 8. As group leader, he was heavily 

interrogated and even tortured, according to the testimony of fellow prisoners who were 

nevertheless released and later contacted Maurice's wife.  

 

My father Jules was in the cell of the Nieuwewandeling prison in Ghent together with Father 

Stanislas, superior of the college in Melle. 

 

                                                               
 

                                                                   Father Stanislas, Superior College of Melle. 

 

As a result of my contact with the aforementioned College, I have been informed that the reason 

why Father Stanislas was imprisoned could have been as follows: At a certain moment, the 

Germans requested the student lists from the College and Father Stanislas would have refused, 

resulting in his imprisonment. Apparently, the Father and my father had made a "bet" in their cell 

about "who would be released from the cell". And lo and behold, the Padre was released and 

through a student of his school he sent to my mother a "note" that my father had written in the 

cell. It was actually a piece of torn-off paper (probably from a newspaper) on which my father had 

written a few words in pencil for us (my mother, my brother and me). The Father somehow 

managed to smuggle it out of the Prison. I have the original strip of paper in my personal archive. 

This is really worth more than gold to me! 
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My father Jules. Message from the cell in the Nieuwewandeling in Ghent. Date between 12 and 30 August 1944. 

 

On 17 November 1944, a note arrived at our address from Father Stanislas in which he clearly 

stated that he had been in the cell with my father. 

 

                         
 

                                              Letter from father Stanislas. Date of 17 November 1944. Page 1.  
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                                              Letter from Father Stanislas. Date of 17 November 1944. Page 2. 

 

Another memory is the day that we, my mother, my aunt and myself, stood outside the New Walk 

for about half a day and made several attempts to be allowed to visit my father in the cell. In vain, 

it was not allowed. On August 30, 1944, all male prisoners were transported from Nieuwewandeling 

by Meiresonne Brewery trucks and all female prisoners by buses to Antwerp. I remember that 

inhabitants of the Bergendries district in Lokeren (now N70) came to tell us that they had seen my 

father in the back of one of the lorries that passed, say, about 100 meters from our house!   

On 31 August 1944 all prisoners were deported from Antwerp to Camp Neuengamme (Hamburg 

Germany). After a few days of imprisonment in the Neuengamme Camp, they were all transferred 

to the Blumenthal (Bremen Germany) Outdoor Camp.  

I have recorded the entire ordeal of my father Jules in detail below. 
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                                                         My father Jules: Past Trajectory 1944-1945. 
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Map of the Camps (Konzentrationslager) and Outer Camps (Aussenlager des KZ Neuengamme) in Germany. 

 

 

 

In total KZ Neuengamme had 87 Outer camps and Commando’s. The plan above shows a large 

number of outer camps, but those that were located in or near a large city were only marked with 

an inverted triangle - so without the specific name. Thus it can be seen that for Bremen there are 9 

different inverted triangles. These are the Buitenkampen: Blumenthal, Farge, Hindenburg Barracks, 

Neuenland, Obernheide, Osterort, Schützenhof, Sebaldsbrück and Uphusen. The three "bold" 

marked camps are those where my father was imprisoned or forced to work. Notice also at the very 

top center/right the place Neustadt and the place of death of my father, the Lübecker Bucht. Some 

of the prisoners of the Bremen-Blumenthal boot camp (Bahrplate) had to perform slave labour at 

the shipyard of the Deutsche Schiff- und Machinenbau AG (Deschimag). Another part had to walk 

several hours a day to and from their workplace. This was in addition to their slave labour of 12 

hours a day. On 25/12/1944 an outside camp was opened in Bremen called KZ Schützenhof.  For 

the construction of the U-boat in Bunker "Valentin", there was a outside camp in Bremen-Farge 

from October 1943 to 11 April 1945. 
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On 23 September 1944, my mother made enquiries through the Ministry of Justice as to where my 

father might have been at that time. 

 

                 
                    

          My father Jules: Enquiry into being missing. On date 23 September 1944. 
 

On 3 February 1945, the Red Cross Belgium replied to this question. 

According to my research the mentioned municipality should be Lückenwalde. 
 

                                
             
                My father Jules: Red Cross Answer. On date 3 February 1945. 
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The Trajectory that my father's Workmates went through is broadly similar to the Trajectory 

described for my father. However, the deaths are all different depending on the physical condition 

of the prisoners and the place they were in. They died of deprivation in the Blumenthal camp 

itself: Maurice Wanzele on 06/12/1944 and Roger Lammertyn on 17/01/1945. The prisoners were 

taken to the Bay of Lübeck (Germany) in the second half of April 1945 and put on several boats. 

The largest boat was the "Cap Arcona" and the others were the "Thielbek", the "Deutschland" and 

the "Athen". My father Jules died of ill-treatment and deprivation in the arms of the two returned 

companions Willy Dekeghel and Alphonse De Vliegher on the ship "Athen" on 23/04/1945. Note 

that 23/04 is my birthday! 
 

                       
 

                                                         Mooring plan of the 4 boats in Lübeck Bay Germany. 
 

According to an official statement by Alphonse De Vliegher, dated 29/04/1952, the body of my 

father Jules was "thrown into the sea". The "Cap Arcona" and the "Thielbek" were attacked with 

rockets by the British R.A.F. on the 3rd of May 1945 because of wrong information that was spread 

about the boats (they were catalogued as German warships instead of prisoners' boats). Before 

that date Victor De Paepe died from exhaustion on 01/05/1945 and Camille Haegeman on 

02/05/1945. Gustave Labens was transferred from the death resort or "mouroir" of Sandbostel to 

the hospital of Sandbostel (Germany) and died there on 03/05/1945. Two workmates, Willy 

Dekeghel and Alphonse De Vliegher survived the ordeal and were repatriated to Belgium on 

17/05/1945 and 21/05/1945 respectively. Alphonse De Vliegher died on 29/10/1982. Willy 

Dekeghel passed away on 02/08/2006. For De Paepe, Haegeman, Lammertyn, Matthys and 

Wanzele we find information in the "Death book" of the Camp Neuengamme (KZ Gedenkstätte). 

However, some of the information contained there is not correct and the above information 

regarding death is more accurate. For Labens no further information can be found because he died 

in Sandbostel. On the following pages are excerpts from the Neuengamme Book of the Dead. 
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    DIE TOTEN 1940-1945           

       

      Gustave Labens                                                                                  

                                                                                               

    Vorname          Gustave                                             

     Nachname           Labens       

     Geburtsdatum       18.02.1912                               

     Geburtsort           Ledeberg 

     Geburtsland           Belgien             

     Todesdatum           03.05.1945 

     Todesort           Sandbostel (geen info in het Dodenboek van Neuengamme) 
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And a few impressions of the two returned workmates Dekeghel and De Vliegher: 
 

 

                 
 

    Survivor Willy Dekeghel.                                               Survivor Willy Dekeghel and granddaughter Laura. 

  

 

 

 

       
 

Copy of Prayer card of wife of survivor Alphonse De Vliegher. 

The only document found in the archives. No further relatives found. 
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                                                                     Lübeck Germany Tragedy 3 May 1945. 
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                                                  Neustadt-Lübeck Germany 3 May 1945. 
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During my father's imprisonment in Germany, on 23 December 1944, a letter arrived at our house 

from the Ghent OIP company, also handing over a sum of money. 

BEF 100 was provided "for the little one" and ... that "little one" was me, Alfons! At the meeting 

with André Van Wynsberghe, he told me that the letter was signed by Mrs. J. Daels, the then 

bookkeeper of OIP Gent. 

 

     
 
                                     Donation by OIP Ghent to Jules' wife and children. Date 23 December 1944.   
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Chap.4: HEYDE WERKE from Dresden Germany  

The "occupier" of OIP Ghent 

Period 10 May 1941 until September 1944      
 

In my searches, I "regularly" found the name of the German company Heyde Werke in various 

documents.  

In the following, I will try to arrange this somewhat chronologically. 
 

a) On the document with the pseudonyms of the OIP resistors, dated 1 July 1944, I have outlined  in 

blue the note "now (HEYDE WERK)".  See Chap.3. 

b) On the document "Inquiry Missing", dated 23 September 1944, I have circled in blue the note 

"firm Vanderheyden". See Chap.3. 

c) On 2 June 1945 an official certificate was drawn up by the Ghent OIP and confirmed by the 

Lokeren city services (signed by the mayor of the city) confirming that my father worked for a 

certain period of time for OIP but also for Heyde Werke. In that document, the name Heyde 

Werke appears with the statements "From the accounts of Heyde..." and "...were employed by 

Heyde..." and also the clear statement "which was occupied by the aforementioned company". 

We also find that my father worked at OIP from 3 April 1939 to 15 May 1940. This period we also 

find on the last page of the Workbook of my father. See Chap.1. But then it says that the accounts 

of Heyde company (not the accounts of OIP) show that my father was employed by Heyde Werke 

from 25 December 1943 to 12 August 1944. This final period at Heyde is therefore also consistent 

with the date of the arrest of my father. 

 
 

                   
  

                               Jules Matthys: Work at OIP Gent and Heyde Werke. Certificate dated 2 June 1945. 
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d) In the Kingdom's General Archives in Brussels there is a bulky file of 90 pages on OIP Ghent. 

Mostly financial information from the period 1939 to 1949. However, on certain pages there is 

also some information concerning the German company Heyde Werke and its "leadership" 

within OIP Gent during the Second World War.  

We find the following references there: 

 

- Out of a document "Rapport du Conseil d'Administration à l'Assemblée Générale Ordinaire du 

20.12.1945" we can note the following information : 

   "...under the German occupation..." and also "During the years of occupation, our company was 

placed under sequestration from 10.5.1941 to 28.2.1942.  

  Our accounting documents remained in the possession of the "Kommissärischer Verwalter" Walter 

Heyde, who never returned them to us, so that we only got them back after the liberation. 

  On 28.2.1942, the German authorities lifted the sequestration order and proceeded with the 

requisition of our buildings, machines, tools and almost all raw materials and production items. 

The remaining materials and production items were to be kept at the disposal of the Heyde 

company, which had been entrusted by the German authorities with the operation of our 

requisitioned factory. 

  As the Heyde firm had to pay us compensation for the occupation of the premises, the use of the 

equipment and our materials, it would have been necessary to bring our accounts up to date,         

Mr Heyde always refused to give us back our accounts". 

 

  (Author’s note: Please note that the name "Walter" is used here.  The office is managed by "Gustav"). 

 

- In a letter from OIP Ghent addressed to the "Bureau d'Imposition sur le Capital des Sociétés te 

Brussel" on the date of 8 March 1946 we find the entry: 

   "The financial situation of our company being very difficult, following the big losses suffered by 

the German occupation of our factory...". 

 

- In a letter from OIP Ghent addressed to "Société de Controle Fiduciaire in Brussels" on date of 

17/08/1946 we find the entry:   

  "The forecast of taxes to be paid for the financial year ending 30.9.41 (financial year under German 

sequestration)" and also "This item was introduced in our balance sheet by the kommissarischer 

verwalter..." and also "In view of the abnormal circumstances in which we have been living since 

the liberation of the territory and the difficulties inherent in the reorganization of a business 

knowingly disorganized by the Germans..." and also "...as a result of the destruction of our 

documentation by the Germans..." . 

 

- In a report dated 11 September 1946, we note: 

  "During the occupation the factory was run by German troops and was operated by their technical 

department until September 1944. Therefore the last balance sheet dates from 1940, a balance 

sheet was subsequently drawn up in 1944, the data between these two dates is missing". 
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- In a Dispatch Note No.80 of 1949 and addressed to the Census Office for the Central Office in 

Brussels, and all entries of which refer to recoveries as a result of deliveries to various agencies in 

the period WWII, we note: 

   "... Supply of goods to Optique & Préc. de Levallois, rue Chaptel 102, Levallois-Perret Paris ". 
 

   (Author's note: This is the co-shareholder (12) in the Ghent OIP foundation deed. See Introduction). 

   

   And also: "Goods delivery to Heyde Werke, Kleistrasse 10 Dresden". 
             

   (Author's note: Unbelievable! The address in Germany of Heyde Werke). 
   

   And also: "... listed under the name of Fa Heyde... and Mr Heyde, former "Kommisarischer 

Verwalter" of our company. After the dissolution on 28-2-42 of the Verwaltung, our work houses 

were requisitioned in favor of Mr Heyde'. 

       

e) On the dates of 26 March 1951 and 5 June 1952 respectively, two more letters were drawn up by 

the Ministry of Reconstruction, with the first document referring to "during the enemy 

occupation" and also to the company "Heyde Meerschstraat 110 Ghent". 

     The second document refers to "before the next German service was put to work" and also to 

the company "Heyde". Both documents also show that my father Jules was working again at OIP 

from 28 June 1943 onwards. But then that date is different from the date mentioned in the above 

certificate of the city of Lokeren where it is mentioned as 25 December 1943. 

 

 

     
 
                                                                  Letters from the Ministry of Reconstruction. 
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f) In the sequestration archive of Belgium, series "ennemis", there is a card concerning Heyde Werke 

with the address 10, Rue de la Prairie à Gand. However, no file can be found. If Heyde Werke had 

no properties on Belgian soil, the sequester had no "content" and there was therefore nothing to 

file on. Remarkably, at the bottom of the card it says: "lettre de l'avocat Albert Devèze, 48, Rue 

Defacqz à Bruxelles". Unfortunately, it does not mention the date. This liberal politician was several 

times minister before and after the war, among others of Defense. 

 

 

 
 

                                                             Sekwester Belgium Heyde Werke. 

 

 

It seems very likely that the Militärverwaltung gave the management of the arms company OIP 

Ghent in the hands of Heyde Werke, but except for some seconded "executives" during the 

occupation years, there was nothing of ownership of Heyde Werke itself on Dutch soil. 

 

The information from this sample card of the sequester therefore perfectly matches the 

information from point (d) above. 
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g) By the "happy coincidence" that in the texts of the 90-page document in the State Archives in 

Brussels, the address of the German company Heyde Werke is mentioned, I continued my 

search on the Internet but found nothing about that address nor about the company itself. 

     Through a friend in Bremen Germany, I managed to find further information. 
 

Via the link http://www.kunst-basis.org/projekte/mahn/de_ort/ort15.htm the following information: 

                
                    Under (d) we find the street name as "Kleistrasse". 
                    In the end, this turns out to be "Kleiststrasse". 
 

Via the link  
https://www.archivportal-
d.de/item/QT4B6Y73Y7K65U4MQVXPTRENDJF247OZ?rows=20&sort=random_8793244019899722487&hitN
umber=12&offset=0&viewType=list&facetValues%5B%5D=context%3DI5B73HYSM3XYQWN7N4YIQ5UDO7VV

YHCS    the following information: 

                                

https://www.archivportal-d.de/item/QT4B6Y73Y7K65U4MQVXPTRENDJF247OZ?rows=20&sort=random_8793244019899722487&hitNumber=12&offset=0&viewType=list&facetValues%5B%5D=context%3DI5B73HYSM3XYQWN7N4YIQ5UDO7VVYHCS
https://www.archivportal-d.de/item/QT4B6Y73Y7K65U4MQVXPTRENDJF247OZ?rows=20&sort=random_8793244019899722487&hitNumber=12&offset=0&viewType=list&facetValues%5B%5D=context%3DI5B73HYSM3XYQWN7N4YIQ5UDO7VVYHCS
https://www.archivportal-d.de/item/QT4B6Y73Y7K65U4MQVXPTRENDJF247OZ?rows=20&sort=random_8793244019899722487&hitNumber=12&offset=0&viewType=list&facetValues%5B%5D=context%3DI5B73HYSM3XYQWN7N4YIQ5UDO7VVYHCS
https://www.archivportal-d.de/item/QT4B6Y73Y7K65U4MQVXPTRENDJF247OZ?rows=20&sort=random_8793244019899722487&hitNumber=12&offset=0&viewType=list&facetValues%5B%5D=context%3DI5B73HYSM3XYQWN7N4YIQ5UDO7VVYHCS
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And finally via link  https://www.steinmeyer-mechatronik.de/unternehmen/historie/  

the following information: 

                              

 

https://www.steinmeyer-mechatronik.de/unternehmen/historie/
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Through various restructurings and take-overs, Heyde Werke was finally "absorbed" into the current 

large company Steinmeyer Mechatronik GmbH in Dresden. 

 

On 7 February 2020, I nevertheless took the initiative to get in touch via email with the management 

of Steinmeyer Mechatronik GmbH in Dresden. My questions were very general and referred to the 

period 1944-1945 during WWII and Heyde Werke and OIP. On 10 February 2020 I received the 

following answer from which we can conclude that no further info is available... 

 

 

 

 

 

 
  

 

 

 

 

 
(Author's note: At the request of the Steinmeyer management, I have made an adjustment to the original text above and 

to the original document copied above). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

From the information coming from different sources concerning "Heyde Werke" we can conclude 

with certainty that OIP Gent was "occupied" by the German company Heyde from Dresden 

Germany and therefore produced for the Germans. 

According to the same sources, the occupation lasted from 10 May 1941 to September 1944. 

Assuming this information is correct, we can say that "The 8 of OIP" were arrested at most one 

month before the end of the occupation.                                                                                                       

I note this as a terrible observation! 

And it is exactly this period of occupation that has probably given rise to the start of the group of 

Weather Underground "Company Militia". However, no further information on this can be 

found.                                                                                                                                          
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Chap.5 : Jules  

Period after his death and various other information related to                    

the OIP NV company 

Period 1945 till 1985   

 

After the death of my father, an official death certificate was issued for my father on 10 June 1945 

by the two returned workmen Willy Dekeghel and Alphonse De Vliegher. I still remember the day 

that my mother, my brother and I went to visit the two returned workmen at their home. I can still 

see two human "skeletons" before my eyes!               

Terrible image! 

 

                
 

My father Jules: Death certificate by Werkmakkers. On date 10 June 1945. 
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On 23 July 1945, a "solemn funeral service" was held in the St. Laurentius Church in Lokeren. 

 

                        
 
                                                           Julius Matthys alias Jules : Death announcement. 
 

A Prayer Card was also provided on that occasion. 
 

                                             
                                                                         
                                                                    Julius Matthys alias Jules : Prayer Card.  
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Also on 23 July 1945, the neighbours of the Brouwerijstraat and of Bergendries in Lokeren, where 

we lived, collected a large framed photograph of my father with, at the bottom, a bronze plate 

with the words "Donated by the neighbours and residents of Bergendries Lokeren". 

 

                      
 

        
 
                                                         My father Jules : Framed photo Donation neighbours. 
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When the photograph was handed over, a letter was also read out, a copy of which is given below:

  

                    
                     
                                                   Jules: Letter donating neighbours Page 1. On date 23 July 1945. 
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                       Jules: Letter donating neighbours Page 2. On date 23 July 1945. 

 

 

 

 

 

       
 

    Participation card of General Manager Albert Moreels and of Production Director Georges Pierens of OIP Ghent. 
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In 1946, the Town of Lokeren placed in the Entrance Hall of the Town Hall two Bronze Plaques of 

Remembrance of WWII for the deceased Political Prisoners of the Town. The Plates are a design of 

the artist Roger Bracke. On one of the plates the name of Matthys Jules is mentioned. 

 

             
 
                                           My father Jules : Memorial plaque City of Lokeren. 

 

When I heard the news that my father had died, my brother René stopped his studies because he 

felt he had to take care of his mother and his little brother Alfons. After the death of my father, my 

brother René started working at OIP Gent. I do not know the exact period, but it must have been 

between 1945 and 1978.   

                                         
 

Photo René Matthys,  Jules' eldest son in workshop OIP Meersstraat Ghent. 
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In June 1958 I graduated as a Technical Engineer and was allowed to apply for a job at OIP. This was 

promised to my mother by the management of OIP Ghent. On 8 July 1958 I sent an application letter 

to OIP and on 19 July 1958 I received a reply. In the end I did not work there, as there were other 

opportunities with better pay! Note the two names in the letter: Moreels Director and Pierens          

(cf. Participation cards above). 

 

     
 

Alfons: Jules' youngest son. Application for employment at OIP Meersstraat Ghent. Date 8 July 1958. 
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In the years since his death, various decorations and titles have been awarded posthumously to my 

father. 
 

                                 
 

                       
 

Julius Matthys: The Cross of Knight of the Order of Leopold II with Palm, 

War Cross 1940 with Palm and Medal of Resistance. On date 21 July 1945. 
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Jules Matthys : Declaration member of the Resistance Group Company Militia/Independence Front on date 20 

February 1946. 

                             
 

                         Jules Matthys : Confirmation of membership in the Patriotic Militia. Date 31 March 1947.. 
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                          Julius Matthys : Remembrance Medal of the War 1940-1945. On date 20 September 1947. 
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                      Julius Matthys: Attestation of Qualification as Armed Resistant. Date 14 July 1948. 
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                              Julius Matthys : Brevet Cross of Political Prisoner 1940-1945. Cross with two stars. 

                                                                               On date 10 August 1949. 
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                  Julius Matthys : Posthumous appointment as Lieutenant of the Resistance. Date 5 November 1971. 
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Laura Dekeghel, granddaughter of Willy, made three photos available to me that were taken at the 

company OIP Meersstraat in Ghent. 

 

 

                                 
 

                                 OIP Workshop Meersstraat Ghent. 

 

   
                

OIP Meersstraat Gent 1973.                        OIP Gent. Farewell Mr Maes: Second from left is Willy Dekeghel. 

                     Left is Willy Dekeghel. 
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Chap.6: Jules  

               A second story about Néronde/Bussières France June 1986 
 

Years later, my mother told me and my wife several times that during our travels to France, we 

should visit Simone Mathelin in Bussières France. We finally did so and in June 1986 (yes, only then!), 

when returning from the South of France, we left the motorway towards Bussières. When inquiring 

with several people on the village square of Bussières we found, coincidentally or not, Jean Merle 

"Secretaire de la Mairie" who, after some thought, showed us the street where Simone Mathelin, 

meanwhile married to Marcel Ruffier, would live. 

 

                        
 
June 1986 : On the left the drawing that Merle made to show us the way to Simone ! Van Hecke Charlie was also 

mentioned then. Right photo taken in June 1986 : On the left Jean Merle, secretary of the municipality of Bussières 

France.  On the right I am Alfons. (Author's note: Jean Merle died of cancer at the end of 1986). 

 

When we arrived at the address "Route de Panissières", Simone and Marcel were, again by 

chance, weeding in the front garden. When I spoke to them, Simone turned to me and said "mais 

Fonse"!  I can assure you that this was a "heavenly" moment! Unbelievable but true: Simone 

recognised me immediately. 

 

                             
                           

                      Bussières France. The house where the Matthys family stayed for several months in 1940. 

            On the photo on the left Simone Mathelin and on the right myself Alfons. Photo taken in June 1986. 
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The consequence was that we were not allowed to travel any further to Belgium, but had to spend 

the night there. So, in two short days and at "breakneck speed", we visited several places that 

were somehow linked to our family's stay in 1940. During that first visit in 1986 to Bussières, we 

went to visit the former workshop where my father worked for several months. See Chap.2. 

 

                                       
                                
                                                                 Bussières France : Photo taken in June 1986. 

In front of the building where the workshop was located, on the left Simone Mathelin, in the middle I Alfons,                          

on the right Marcel Ruffier. 
 

Charly Van Hecke was still living in Bussières at the time, but unfortunately we were unable to visit 

him due to the short period of only two days we spent there. During our first visit in 1986, we also 

went to the Castle and again coincidence or not, we were able to visit it because the owner was 

weeding the street side. I remember from that visit that there were several doors and walls in the 

Castle in which the names of Belgians, all employees of OIP, were engraved. Unfortunately, I was 

not able to take quality photographs of them. I had written two names on a note and I have found 

them again: De Loor and Wijckaert Marcel are engraved in a door of the Castle. 

 

                            
                      

                                             Bussières Castle: Château de la Côte - Photo taken in June 1986.         

On the left in the photo Marcel Ruffier, in the middle Simone Mathelin and on the right my wife Christiane. 
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Dirk Wanzele, grandson of Maurice, also went with his family in the middle of 1990, on a return trip 

from the South of France, inquisitively searching in Néronde France for the house where his 

grandparents stayed in 1940. Based on information gathered in the village, they found the house. 

The woman there listened to the story of Dirk and his family, but eventually they were forbidden to 

enter the house by a very aggressive resident who did not tolerate any peepers on his yard! 

 

Unfortunately, I have not heard from any other relatives about later encounters in France. 

 

At the end of 1986 I received a letter from Jean Merle with the Belgian address of Charlie Van Hecke. 

Unfortunately, and for an unknown reason, I did not follow it up. 

 

 

 

 

     
 

                          

Letter received from Jean Merle Secretary of the Municipality of Bussières France at the end of 1986,                                        

shortly before his death. 
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Also during our first visit in 1986, Simone handed me a "suitcase" in which her sewing and knitting 

materials had found their place all those years ago (+/- 46 years). And lo and behold, that 

"suitcase" was apparently one of our pieces of luggage from May 1940 that had been left behind 

when we left Bussières, and so Simone, probably unconsciously, had kept it carefully. I was, of 

course, very happy with this gift. Meanwhile, the suitcase serves as a "repository" for all the 

photos and documents concerning the story of my father and his workmates. 

 

                                  
 
                                                              Suitcase luggage Family Matthys May 1940.    
 

                                                   
 
                                              Photo 1986: on the left Simone and on the right my wife Christiane 

                                                                             when the case was handed over. 
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Chap.7 : Jules  

                Pilgrimage Neuengamme Germany May 2018 
 

Every year the Friends of Neuengamme make a "Pilgrimage" to the German camps of WWII and 

every year they plan a visit to the various camps where Belgians were imprisoned. But also every 

year the 2 last days of the 6-day pilgrimage are reserved: the penultimate day for the ceremonies 

in Neustadt and Pelzerhaken with a programme drawn up by the local authorities and the last day 

the Buitenkampen Blumenthal, Bunker Valentin and Schutzenhof are visited. 

 

                 
    
                             Programme of the last two days of the Pilgrimage to Neuengamme 2018. 

 

In May 2018, my wife Christiane and I participated in the Pilgrimage. We joined the group at the 

hotel in Hamburg on Wednesday, May 2, 2018 at 7pm. The President of the Circle of Friends partly 

adjusted the programme to allow me to specifically visit the various places where my father had 

been imprisoned, worked or died for short or long periods of time. I will always remember the 

support I received from all the participants and I would like to thank them once again for that!   

 

                                                        
 

                              Adjusted programme for the last two days of the Pilgrimage to Neuengamme 2018. 
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During this visit, several photos were taken of which a very small selection follows. 

 

                       
 

                                                      Cap Arcona Ehrenfriedhof Pelzerhaken Germany. 

 

      
 

Cap Arcona Ehrenfriedhof Pelzerhaken Germany. 
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      Cap Arcona Ehrenfriedhof Pelzerhaken Germany                        Cap Arcona Ehrenfriedhof Pelzerhaken Germany  

     Left of the photo is my wife and on the right is me.                Laying down the floral tribute by the Belgian delegation.                                        

 

 

               
 

                   Vorwerker Friedhof Lübeck Germany  .                                      Vorwerker Friedhof Lübeck Germany. 

 

                                                                                                        
                                                                      Vorwerker Friedhof Lübeck Germany 
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             KZ-Gedenkstätte Neuengamme Germany.                              Jules Matthys appears in the list of deceased. 

 

                                            
                          

                   KZ-Gedenkstätte Neuengamme Germany.  Impression of the list of thousands of deceased. 

 

         
 

      Memorial Camp Bahrsplate Blumenthal Bremen Germany.     Photo right: third from left is Alfons, son of Jules.                                            
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                                                                   Bunker Valentin Bremen Germany.   

                             Interview by Radio Bremen. In the middle my wife Christiane and on the right myself.                                     

 

 

A bit of a cynical fact when visiting Bunker Valentin was my "discovery" of the name of the 

manufacturer of the electricity cabinets of the current Memorial Hall of this place.  I have been, say 

my entire active career, employed by the Ghent company "Gebroeders Vynckier". Founded in 1922 

and then French-speaking. This was evident from the name "Vynckier Frères et Companie". For 

years, the initials "VFC" were also used on all Vynckier products.   And see and behold, all the 

distribution boxes in this Memorial Hall are marked "VFC". When I enquired at Reception, they 

confirmed to me that this hall was completely renewed in the 50s in terms of the electricity network. 

I myself started working at Vynckier Ghent in 1959! 

    

 
 

         
 

Bunker Valentin Bremen Germany : distribution boards with Vynckier Gebroeders (VFC) Ghent Belgium as 

manufacturer. 
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                      Camp Schützenhof Gröpelingen Bremen Germany. In the middle on the flag Alfons, son of Jules. 

 

                                                         
                                                                                      

Pelzerhaken Germany : Dried flowers. 

 

 

These afterwards dried flowers were drawn by myself at the Bay of Lübeck Pelzerhaken Germany 

during the Remembrance Trip of 3 May 2018. There my father Jules was imprisoned from 21 April 

1945 on the ship Athen and died there on 23 April 1945. According to official testimony from the 

two survivors Dekeghel and De Vliegher, the body of my father was "thrown into the sea" from the 

ship Athen at the time of his death at that location. 
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Already at the end of 2007 I contacted the Archives of KZ-Gedenkstätte Neuengamme with the 

question if they could possibly provide more information about the real burial place of my father. 

On 11/01/2008 I received a first e-mail with information. The first name of my father is listed there 

as "Adrianus Jules"! However, more important is the statement that my father "in einem 

Sammelgrab auf dem Vorwerker Friedhof in Lübeck begraben liegt". The archives of KZ-

Gedenkstätte Neuengamme then contacted the City Archives of Lübeck themselves. In March 2008 

I then received a second email from the Services of KZ-Gedenkstätte Neuengamme. In it I read that 

the City Archive of Lübeck confirms that my father "dem 28/04/1945 im Sammelgrab 27a-5-D auf 

dem Vorwerker Friedhof in Lübeck begraben wurde". That was the reason why we visited that 

cemetery during the Pilgrimage 2018. In November 2009 I also contacted ITS (International Tracing 

Service) in Bad Arolsen Germany, also with the question if they possibly have more information 

about my father and his possible burial place. From their answer it appears that also there is nothing 

of additional information to be found. Only the message "unknown male identification" and the 

confirmation of the tribal number 44935 of my father. In addition, it is also mentioned that the 

number of my father is assigned on September 2 and 3, 1944 and that information corresponds with 

the chronology in the completed Trajectory of my father (see Chapter 3). And finally, prior to our 

participation in the Pilgrimage Neuengamme 2018, I made several contacts with various Belgian and 

German authorities with a final attempt to obtain more information about the possible burial place 

of my father Jules. However, I have not been able to find or receive any more information from 

other authorities.  

 

Through the above mentioned information we can therefore say with certainty that my father went 

to his final resting place as "Unbekannt", as "Unknown", as “Onbekend”. 

 

                   
 
Photo taken at the Vorwerker Friedhof in Lübeck Germany where several dozen of these blocks are present. 

and who all remember the hundreds of "Unknowns" who are buried there.  
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In my search work over the past few years, I have also had contacts with the Archive Services of 

KZ-Gedenkstätte Neuengamme Germany and with the ITS (International Tracing Service) in Bad 

Arolsen Germany. Witness the following copy of answers I received.      

   

 
    

    Archive KZ-Gedenkstätte Neuengamme: further information about my father Jules. Date: January 11, 2008. 

 

 
     

Archive KZ-Gedenkstätte Neuengamme/City Archive Lübeck: further information about my father Jules. March 2008. 
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      ITS Bad Arolsen Germany. Their answer to my question for info concerning my father Jules. Date : 14/12/2009. 
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The synthesis of my research into the final death and burial place of my father gives three places of 

which two or three are chronologically correct. But in the end I could not find a definite answer as 

to which of the two possible burial places is the correct one: 
 

a) Died on the ship "Athen" in the arms of the returning workmen. Bay Lübeck. 
                                  

                                                        
                            
b)  Body "thrown into the sea" at Lübecker Bay in the Baltic Sea (Ostsee). 

 

                                                  
                                                                                         

                                                                               Lübeckerbocht Germany.   

                                                                           Most likely cemetery of Jules.          

.                       

c) Or he may have been transferred to a "Sammelgrab" on the Lübecker Friedhof afterwards. 
 

                                                          
                                  

                                                                      Vorwerker Friedhof Lübeck Germany.  

                                                         Photo: In the middle my wife Christiane and myself. 
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After the pilgrimage to Neuengamme and Buitenkampen, I was able to find publications later: 

 

a) I was able to obtain the Interview by Radio Bremen from their Services on DVD version 

 

                                                              
 

 

b) Through Internet searches I was able to find the article written by six students "der 

Geschichte und der Integrierten Europastudien an der Universität Bremen" after an 

interview they had conducted with our group of pilgrims. Below I have reproduced a 

cutout of the article which outlines the interview in general and then more specifically 

about my father and myself.  

 

        The article can be read in full via the link below: 

 
https://einkzfuerdiewerft.wordpress.com/geschichte/gemeinsames-gedenken/ 
 
 

 

Ein KZ für die Werft 
Die Geschichte des KZ-Außenlagers „Schützenhof“ 

 

Gemeinsames Gedenken 
mit der Amicale Belge de Neuengamme am 4. Mai 2018 

von Johanna Mahlow 

Paragraph 1 text left out 
Paragraph 2 text left out 

An der Gedenkveranstaltung nahmen Mitglieder der Vereinigung der Verfolgten 
des Naziregimes (VVN) ebenso wie Mitglieder der Amicale Belge de Neuengamme, des 
Freundeskreises ehemaliger belgischer Häftlinge des KZ Neuengamme, und weitere Gäste teil. 
Auch direkte Angehörige, deren Väter und Großväter im KZ Neuengamme und seinen 
Außenlagern inhaftiert waren, waren als Teil der belgischen Gruppe angereist. 

https://einkzfuerdiewerft.wordpress.com/geschichte/gemeinsames-gedenken/
https://einkzfuerdiewerft.wordpress.com/
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Paragraph 4 text left out  

Die meisten der Gefangenen aus dem KZ-Außenlager Bahrsplate waren Zwangsarbeiter der 
Bremer Woll-Kämmerei und der AG-Weser-Werft der Deutschen Schiffs- und Maschinenbau 
AG (Deschimag) in Gröpelingen. Einige wurden jedoch auch zur Arbeit am seit 1943 im Bau 
befindlichen U-Boot-Bunker Valentin in Farge gezwungen. 

Paragraph 6 text left out  
Paragraph 7 text left out 
Paragraph 8 text left out 

Dieser Verlust sitzt tief, auch heute noch. Den Angehörigen, die auf der Spur ihrer Väter und 
Großväter nach Bremen gekommen sind, gehen die Eindrücke sehr nahe. Josef Lemmens, der 
jedes Jahr zum Gedenken in den Norden Deutschlands reist, beschrieb seinen Umgang damit: 
„Das erste Mal als ich hier war – das war sehr hart. Wir waren im KZ Neuengamme, wo mein 
Vater gestorben ist. Heute kann ich es aushalten.“ Auch Alfons Matthys Vater überlebte die 
Deportation nicht. Er wurde zunächst ins KZ Neuengamme, dann in die Außenlager 
Bahrsplate und Schützenhof gebracht und war an den Bunkerbauarbeiten beteiligt. 
Was dann mit ihm geschah, konnte sein Sohn bisher noch nicht herausfinden. Die 
Berichte und Informationen widersprächen sich teils, sodass es sehr schwierig sei, 
herausfinden, wo und wann sein Vater tatsächlich gestorben ist und begraben liegt. 
Umso mehr freue er sich über seinen Entschluss, die verschiedenen Gedenkorte des KZ 
Neuengamme trotz seines hohen Alters noch zu besuchen. „Ich habe im April meinen 
80. Geburtstag gefeiert und mir bereits seit vielen Jahren gewünscht, hierher zu 
kommen. Es bedeutet mir sehr viel, die Orte, an denen mein Vater war, gesehen zu 
haben. Ich bin sehr glücklich darüber.“ 

Trotz dessen, was über das KZ Neuengamme, seine Außenlager und ihre Bewohner bis 
jetzt herausgefunden werden konnte, bleiben noch viele Fragen, nicht nur bei Alfons 
Matthys. Sehr begrüßt wurden von den belgischen Besuchern daher die Grabungen, die Ende 
April und Anfang Mai 2018 von Geschichtsstudierenden der Universität unter der Leitung der 
Landesarchäologin Dr. Uta Halle durchgeführt wurden. Dabei wurde ein Teil des Fundaments 
einer Baracke des ehemaligen KZ-Außenlagers Schützenhof in Gröpelingen freigelegt. Die 
Funde werden im Rahmen des Tages des Offenen Denkmals am 9. September 2018 von 14.00 
bis 17.00 Uhr beim Schützenhof in der Bromberger Straße 117 präsentiert. 

Paragraph 11 text left out 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://einkzfuerdiewerft.wordpress.com/projekt/lehrgrabung/
https://einkzfuerdiewerft.wordpress.com/tag-des-offenen-denkmals-2018/
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Chap.8: Jules and his workmates  

Commemorative stones for Resistance people died in captivity in          

German camps - Ghent 6 March 2019 
 

In the second half of 2018, the NCPGR (National Confederation of Political Prisoners and Entitled 

Persons) Ghent-Eeklo Region, took the initiative to place a Stone of Remembrance (Stolperstein) for 

about 20 Resistance people of Ghent and surrounding municipalities who died in captivity, at the 

place where they last lived or worked. On that occasion, with the help of the Ghent City Council, 

searches were made to find possible relatives of those deceased. Eventually, this search was 

successful for all 20 resistors and the coordinates of one or more relatives were found; including for 

the OIP resistors. The found coordinates of the relatives also gave me the opportunity to make 

personal contact with them. This enabled us to obtain a photograph for the 6 deceased. More 

extensive and for me additional or confirming information could only provide me with the Wanzele 

family. Only for one of the two survivors OIP, namely Alphonse De Vliegher, no relatives were found. 

This made it impossible for us to obtain any further information about him. In my personal archives 

I only found a prayer card of his wife. During the searches for the relatives of the deceased 

Resistance people, various information was found concerning the 8 Resistance people OIP. Finally, 

on 6 and 7 March 2019, those 20 Memorial Stones were laid. Hereafter a few pages from the 

brochure that was prepared for the occasion by the NCPGR Region Ghent-Eeklo. 
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On Wednesday, 6 March 2019, during the short ceremony at 138 Meersstraat in Ghent, the City of 

Ghent was represented by Ms. Tine Heyse, Alderwoman for the Environment, Climate, Housing 

and North-South. Numerous people from patriotic associations and relatives of the deceased 

Weathermen were present. TV station AVS Ghent was present and made a short film. An interview 

was held at the home of Alfons, Jules' son. 

Here are some pictures of the ceremony in Meersstraat, Ghent. 
 

            

Ghent Meersstraat 138. Wednesday 6 March 2019. 

Laying of 6 Remembrance Stones for the deceased Resisters of OIP. 

On the left of the photo: Alfons, son of Jules. 

Next to it on the right: Alderman Heyse of the City of Ghent. 

In the wheelchair: Mrs. Vergote, daughter-in-law of Camille Haegeman. 

On the right also: Mr. Mark Van den Driessche, President of the NCPGR Region Ghent-Eeklo. 

On the right and left of the flag: Mr. Edmond Eycken, President of the NCPGR National. 

 

     

                The artist Gunter Demnig at work laying the 6 Remembrance stones in the Meersstraat 138 Ghent. 
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.                            

Meersstraat Ghent.                                                                                               Meersstraat Ghent.  

Photo left: Alfons, son of Jules.                                                                           Mr.Versluys Freddy, CEO and his wife 

In wheelchair: Mrs. Langui Suzanne, wife Gustave Labens.                           Mrs. Van Cauwenberghe Lutgart   

                                                                                                                                  Manag.secretary of OIP NV Oudenaarde. 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                                                                                                                                                      

 

 

The 6 placed commemorative stones Meersstraat 138 in Ghent. 
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                                     Commemorative stone Julius Matthys in 138 Meersstraat, Ghent.                                            

                         

 

      Photo (Alfons and father Jules) and text by the services of TV broadcaster AVS Gent.       
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As a result of the various searches for information and relatives concerning "The 8 of OIP" I have 

had contact with all relatives of the 5 other deceased workmates of my father and also of one of 

the survivors by phone/e-mail or also by personal contact. 

Unfortunately, some of them could not be present at the laying of the Memorial Stones in the 

Meersstraat in Ghent and moreover, those who were present could not make personal 

acquaintance due to the large group of persons present and the ultimately short duration of the 

Ceremony. 

I took the liberty to add here a picture for all relatives found, myself included, so that the feeling 

of unity with our deceased relative is also created here. 

All coordinates of the relatives are available in my personal archive but of course, due to the 

Privacy Act, they cannot be published here. 
 

In alphabetical order by name of the deceased Relative: 
 

a)  Arlette De Paepe :     b) Jacqueline Vergote : 

     Daughter of Victor.                                                                           Daughter-in-law of Camille Haegeman. 

     Personal contact made at her home.                                            Personal contact made at her home and at the  

     Arlette passed away on 17 March 2020.                                      Ceremony in the Meersstraat 138 in Ghent.    

                                                                                                            Jacqueline is now staying in a rest home in Ghent.           

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                

                                                                    
 

c) Suzanne Langui :                       d) Liliane Lammertyn : 

    Widow of Gustave Labens (in a wheelchair).        Daughter of Roger. 

    Met personally at the ceremony                                                      Personal contact made at her home. 

    at 138 Meersstraat in Ghent.            

    Suzanne passed away on 16 February 2021.  
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e)  Alfons Matthys :                     f) Elie en Dirk Wanzele :   
     Son of Jules.                          Son and grandson of Maurice. 

                                                                                                                   Had personal contact at their home and met Dirk                                                                                                                     

                                                                                                                   at the ceremony in the Meersstraat 138 in Ghent.

      

                                                                          
                      Elie                                                Dirk 

                                                                                                    Elie passed away on 2 July 2020. 

 

Dear relatives, 

Dear friends, 

I am very happy that we have found each other after about 73 years!  

I think, I hope, that all of us together, with our years of grief, can find a little more peace through 

the lasting memory and recognition of the joint efforts for our country during WWII of Camille, 

Gustave, Jules, Maurice, Roger and Victor. 

And this thanks to the initiative of the NCPGR Region Ghent-Eeklo to place a Stone of Remembrance 

for our late husband, father or father-in-law in front of the workshop where they were arrested 

together 75 years ago. 

I dare to hope that my written down story about "The 8 of OIP" will also be a lasting memory for 

you.    

Here my very specific thanks to you for your very positive cooperation. 

Alfons 

Son of Jules 
 

Of course, I would also like to thank Laura.  Her family too had to endure many sad months, despite 

the return of her grandfather.  

 

 

 
 

Laura Dekeghel 

Granddaughter of Willy. 

Contact via e-mail, telephone and in person.. 
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On 20/09/2019 an article appeared in the newspaper "Het Nieuwsblad" about the former OIP-site 

in the Meersstraat in Ghent with the announcement that in the former building 63 flats will be 

created. 

Since the planned construction site traffic will certainly drive over the stones during the works, 

there was a big chance of damage or even complete destruction of the Remembrance Stones.  

Following that article, I contacted the President of the NCPGR Region Ghent-Eeklo and informed 

him of this event. After consultation with the services of the developer and with the city services 

of Ghent, we came to the unanimous decision that it would be best to move the Remembrance 

Stones. At the request of the Project developer, the contractor took the necessary steps to move 

the Remembrance Stones at the start of the works on Sunday 19 January 2020.                                  

A small delegation from the NCPGR and myself were present. 

The Remembrance Stones were moved about 50 meters to the right of the street, approximately 

at the corner of Meersstraat and Raketstraat.  Historically this remains the best choice and 

hopefully this will also be the final location of the Remembrance Stones.     

 

                              
 
                                      Meersstraat 138 Ghent: 6 March 2019 The location of the Remembrance Stones. 
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                Meersstraat Ghent: ground plan with indication of possible relocation of the Memorial Stones. 
 

 
 

Meersstraat Ghent: the new location of the Memorial Stones is approximately at the height of the three persons in 

the middle of the picture, at the corner of Meersstraat and Raketstraat. The photo shows a simulation of what the 

facade of the current building will look like after the restoration works. 

 

     
 

      19/01/2020 : photo left The broken out Remembrance Stones; photo right new berth at the level of the grey bin. 
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19/01/2020 from left to right on the three pictures: transport of the stones, placing the stones at the new location and 

cleaning up the stones. 

 

                                               
 

          Journal "De Gentenaar" 19/01/2020 gave brief attention to the relocation of the Memorial Stones. 
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Chap.9: Jules  

               A third story about Néronde/Bussières France June 2019 
 

Between our first visit to Bussières in 1986 and today, there have been several visits on either side 

of the Ruffier France and Matthys Belgium families, each time bringing up the story of 1940 and the 

"OIP Belgians". Unfortunately, Marcel Ruffier, husband of Simone Mathelin, has passed away. 

Coincidence does not exist, but my wife and I had already more or less planned a 2019 holiday in 

France in 2018, when during an e-mail contact in early 2019, we were asked by the Ruffier-Mathelin 

family "when we would visit them again"?  Of course, it had already been from April 2016 that they 

visited us here in Lochristi. Meanwhile, in the past few months, I myself had also noticed that the 

Bussières Castle had gotten a new owner ("Dutch-Russian" couple) and as a result, I had also 

contacted that owner and briefly told him the "1940 story". He was pleasantly surprised by the story 

and then wrote that we were always welcome at the Castle. After my contact with the owner of the 

Castle I found some time later the following message online at the Facebook site of the Castle: 

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                            

                                         

At that contact, the owner also told me that they both live and work in Hannover Germany and that 
they are only present at the Castle for a few weeks a year to carry out the necessary restorations. 
He went on to say that their next visit would be in weeks 22 and 23 of 2019. And so one thing led to 
another... By combining our finally planned annual holiday in France with a short visit to 94-year-
old Simone Mathelin and her family, and with an already agreed visit to the Castle of Bussières, my 
wife and I were in Bussières France from 2 to 5 June 2019. It was a hearty reunion! At my request, 
her son Roland Ruffier had made contact since a few weeks before with some people who he 
thought might somehow still have information about the 1940 period and the "OIP-Belgians". And 
lo and behold, he succeeded! Through a cousin of him, Annie Thimonier, he could contact some 
other people who could provide me with some interesting pictures and information during my 
presence there. 
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In addition, I received information by e-mail when we had already left the Bussières area and had 
started our "real" holiday in Jura France. I was also able to take some photos of places that are 
somehow linked to the 1940s.  
  
However, in order to keep my story chronologically in order, I have chosen to add all obtained 
information regarding the period 1940 in Chap.2.  

  
I have only included a few photos that really relate to 2019 below. On Sunday, 2 June 2019, we 
visited "in group" some places that are somehow present in the story.  And yes so, on Sunday 2 June 
2019 we also visited the Castle "Château de la Côte" in Bussières France. There we met the owners 
Alina and Tom Faneker and son and Tom's parents.  Nice meeting with the Dutch-Russian couple 
Tom and Alina !  I was able to visit a part of the Castle but unfortunately I could not find any 
significant detail about the period 1940 and the "OIP-Belgians". Indeed, several restorations have 
been done by the successive owners who have been there. Only on one door did I find, albeit very 
indistinctly, a few names and a Flemish inscription.  
 

Of course, we also visited Simone Mathelin's parental home in Bussières, where she has lived for 94 
years, albeit with the almost daily support of her son Roland and his wife. 
 

The days that we are already back home were regularly "spiced up" with e-mail messages from 
France with all kinds of information and clarifications of already received information regarding the 
region Bussières and Néronde for the period 1940 and even on June 18, 2019 I received a postal 
dispatch from Brittany France of Marie-Claire daughter of Charly Van Hecke.  This also shows that 
"Charly" is actually called "Charles" and so Charly was probably his call sign. Although on another 
document the letter "K" probably appears from Karel. I have also added all this information to      
Chap. 2.   
 

I would like to thank the entire "group" of French people from Bussières, Néronde, Panissières, 
Civens, Lamballe and Trévoux for their much appreciated effort in collecting so much information 
about the period 1940 and the "OIP-Belgians" in such a short period of time. 
 

                  

Photo taken on 2 June 2019 : on the left Alfons son of Jules and on the right Louis-Pierre Point 

Honorary President of the Association ADN "Amis de Néronde". 
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                                   Photo taken on 2 June 2019 at the "Château de la Côte " in Bussières France. 

From left to right on the photo : the father of the owner, Tom Faneker the owner of the Castle, myself Alfons, my wife               

Christiane, Simone Mathelin, Bernadette daughter-in-law of Simone, Louis-Pierre Point Honorary President of the 

Association ADN "Amis de Néronde", couple Roger and Annie Thimonier niece of Roland Ruffier, son and mother of 

the owner Tom, Roland Ruffier son of Simone . 

 

                                                                
     

Photo taken on 2 June 2019: From left to right on the photo 

Tom the owner of the Castle, myself Alfons, Alina the wife of Tom. 

 

More information about the current owners and the castle can be found via the link :      
www.chateaulacote.com  

http://www.chateaulacote.com/
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2 June 2019 : We were welcomed!                     2 June 2019 : Simone Mathelin and Alfons Matthys in front of Simone's    

parents' house in Bussières Loire France. 

 

It was with great regret that we said goodbye to Simone Mathelin on 5 June 2019 in Trévoux with 

her son and daughter-in-law, saying "Au revoir"!  

And lo and behold, Simone's reply was that she would come and visit us in June 2020 in Lochristi 

together with her son and daughter-in-law.  

 

Unfortunately, the Coronavirus pandemic prevented this from happening.  

Meanwhile, partly due to her old age, staying home alone was no longer an option for Simone.      On 

26 August 2021, Simone was admitted to the Bussières Rest Home, about 100 meters from her 

parental home.  

In February 2022, Simone turned 97 years old. 

And since my wife and I have also reached the age of 80-plus, the chance of meeting Simone again 

has probably become a bit of a pipe dream... 

 

On the next page a photo of the Ruffier family together with my wife and myself. 

And finally, I would like to highlight the last photo taken of Simone and myself.  After all, Simone 

has become a milestone in my own life. 
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 79 years later... 

 

 
02 June 2019 from left to right: 

Bernadette daughter-in-law and Roland son of Simone, my wife Christiane, Simone, Alfons 

 

                              
 

2 June 2019 photo taken at the door of Simone's parents' house. 

Simone Mathelin (94 years) and Alfons Matthys (81 years). 
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Chap.10 : Jules and his workmates 

         Supplement/completion after the first edition of 21 June 2019 

 
After the distribution of the first edition of my story on 21 June 2019, as expected, various reactions 

came in from all possible corners and resulted in the reworked versions. 

 

In the meantime, I myself had also discovered a few flaws but also a real historical error. 

The co-founder of OIP, André Callier died in 1938 and therefore could not possibly have been in 

Bussières/Néronde France in 1940. In the end it was his son Jacques Callier who was Managing 

Director at the time and it was Jacques who was also present with his family in Bussières/Néronde 

France. 

 

I also received several responses from people who were in some way linked to the OIP community 

at one of the periods during its centenary. 

 

All the new information I received was incorporated into the various chapters to which it relates by 

modifying or supplementing the information already available. In the three revisions, I also did some 

minor rearranging here and there. 

 

I received a phone call from Paul Moreels (son of Albert Moreels, former General Manager of OIP), 

Jacques Mollet (son of Pol Mollet, former Engineering Director of OIP).  In turn, they knew Alexis 

Callier (grandson of André Callier co-founder of OIP) and also knew one of the grandsons of Engineer 

Dauge.   

 

                                                                           

On 10/09/2019 I had a first personal contact 

with Paul Moreels, Jacques Mollet and Alexis 

Callier.  

 

Further contact with the grandson of engineer 

Dauge unfortunately did not occur. 

 

On the photo : 

Above left Jacques Mollet and right Paul 

Moreels. 

Below left Alexis Callier and right Alfons 

Matthys. 

 
 

 

 

 Photo taken in Sint-Martens-Latem on 10 September 2019. 
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Also on the occasion of the first edition of my story, in July 2019 I received a visit from the local 

freelance reporter Geert Herman of "Het Nieuwsblad". Subsequently, on 24 July 2019, "Het 

Nieuwsblad" newspaper and a few days later also "De Gentenaar" newspaper published a nice 

article about the publication of my book and the related story of my father. 

 

   
 
                                                 Daily newspaper article from "Het Nieuwsblad" of 24 July 2019. 
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On 11 September 2019, I received notification from John Gerardu in Bremen that an article about 

my father had been created at the Website "SPURENSUCHE BREMEN".       

The article can be found via the link 

https://www.spurensuche-bremen.de/spur/jules-matthys-einer-der-acht-von-oip/ . 

Here is a clipping from the said article. 
 

             

https://www.spurensuche-bremen.de/spur/jules-matthys-einer-der-acht-von-oip/
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Meanwhile, the "100 years of OIP" celebration is also behind us. On 27, 28 and 29 September 2019, 

OIP NV in Oudenaarde organized a "Professional Day", a "Family Day" and an "Employees Day". 

My wife Christiane and I were very happy that we could participate in the "Family Day" on Saturday 

28 September 2019 at OIP NV in Oudenaarde. We were able to go on a beautifully organized tour 

through the different departments of the company.  A fairly large emphasis was placed on the state 

of their approach and on their participation in the SPACE evolution. The MOON, the UNIVERSUM 

and MARS are now "within reach" of OIP technology ! 

 

           
 

 

 

The mapped-out circuit of the tour 

started with a visit to the completely 

renewed museum that the OIP 

management had been creating since 

their 90th anniversary.  Various products 

and information, continuing the timeline 

of 100 years, are very nicely displayed 

here in glass showcases.  

 

If you ask me, I say: a gem for the 

Management, employees and 

customers of OIP!  

 

And see, right at the beginning, in the 

first showcase, a copy of the first 

edition of my story (21 June 2019) is 

on display.  

 

Nice initiative from the Management 

of OIP. 

Copies of the second, of the third and 

of the fourth revised editions of 

11/11/2019, of 23/04/2020 and of 

13/04/2022 will also have their place 

in the museum. 
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             Zoom on book in showcase museum OIP.                                  Photo taken at one of the demo performances  

                                                                                                              during the guided tour on 28/09/2019 OIP Oudenaarde 

 

At the end of the tour there was a tent where everyone could have a snack and a drink. And there 

we got the chance to meet again the above mentioned relatives of former OIP Gent managers. We 

were able to greet two new relatives and of course, a picture was not to be missed! 
 

 
 

From left to right on the picture: Alberic Moreels son of Paul, Alfons Matthys son of Jules, Jacques Mollet son of Pol ex 

Managing Director Engineering of OIP Gent, Freddy Versluys CEO OIP Oudenaarde, Alexis Callier grandson of the founder 

André, Danielle Moreels sister of Paul, Paul Moreels son of Albert ex General Manager of OIP. 
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I am extremely happy to have found those relatives.  I think I can say that a new bond of friendship 

has been formed in that group.  New information has also come from that group, so that some 

vague registrations in my original story have been improved or even disappeared. 

On the occasion of the 100-year celebration, OIP issued a leaflet featuring recto a triptych with a 

short representation of the timeline 1919 to 2019.  On the leftmost panel, the photograph of my 

father was inserted. Second nice initiative of the OIP management! 
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At the beginning of October 2019, I received a phone call from 92-year-old André Van Wynsberghe 

from Ghent saying that he had seen the article about my story (first issue 21/06/2019) in the daily 

newspaper and with the additional incredible mention that he and his family also stayed in Néronde 

France in 1940. His father Julien Van Wynsberghe also worked at OIP in Ghent.  An additional super 

mention was the fact that he still possesses several photos from that period. On Wednesday 23 

October 2019 I went to visit André. We had a super good chat where André had prepared himself 

for our meeting by noting down some important meeting points. This clarified several grey areas for 

me that I still had in my original story. I have placed all the relevant info and photos in Ch. 2 as it 

was specifically about the 1940 period in France. 

On 04 November 2019 I received from André, via postal mail, an extensive enlightening story of how 

he and his family experienced the Néronde trip in 1940. This again prompted me to update already 

recorded info. 

 
 

On November 2, 2019, I received a phone call from 86-year-old Alfons Dick from De Pinte reporting 

that he had also read the newspaper article and that he also stayed in Néronde with his mother and 

father in 1940. His father Gustaaf also worked at OIP Gent at that time. That same day I visited 

Alfons Dick. I had a nice chat with him and again some enlightening information that I have included 

in Chapter 2.  Alfons Dick also has some photos from 1940 and the region of Néronde. And lo and 

behold, they are partly the same photos as the ones I received from André Van Wynsberghe! 

 

                                      
                  
                   André Van Wynsberghe son of Julien                                                      Alfons Dick son of Gustaaf                                      

.                               

 

They too do not remember seeing us in any way in the period May to late 1940 in Néronde/Bussières 

France.  However, they have very "clear" memories of that stay and of certain people. Nice meeting 

and again two new friends.       
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At the end of October 2019, I received another message from Louis-Pierre Point from Néronde with 

a message attached that he had received in 2017 from Marco Lust (in the meantime, due to his 

move to USA, his name has been changed to LOOST because LUST has a bad meaning in English: 

vulgar, sexual...).  

Despite a blurry copy, there are still some interesting details in the message concerning some OIP 

employees from back then. Apparently, Marco is now in London but I could not get any further 

information from him. 

 

 
 

 

On 11/11/2019 an article about my father's story was published by Kristof Van Mierop at the site 

"Reflections on Family History Affected by Nazi Crimes (RFHABNC)". This site offers people whose 

family history was touched by Nazi crimes a place to share their stories, connect with each other 

and contribute to a sustainable future of remembrance. 

 

Via the link https://reflections.news/nl/mijn-vader-jules-matthys/ the overall history. 

 

At the end of March 2020, in the first issue of the 2020 volume of the Magazine of the History society 

"De Souvereinen" in Lokeren, an article with short content on my father's story was also included.  

Link https://desouvereinen.be/ under the heading Magazine Year 51 No.1 of 2020. 

https://reflections.news/nl/mijn-vader-jules-matthys/
https://desouvereinen.be/
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Clipping from article in "Reflections on Family History".    Table of contents Magazine "De Souvereinen" 03/2020   

 

On 10/02/2020, during the week "Senior in Action" in the Fazantenhof in Lochristi, I had the 

opportunity to do a short story about my father and the publication of my book for about 70 

people.  

The introduction was given by Mr. Yves Deswaene, mayor of Lochristi. 
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To my great pleasure, I was able to greet Danielle and Paul Moreels, daughter and son of Albert the 

former General Manager of OIP, among those present. After the session, an aperitif was offered by 

the Municipality of Lochristi and some contacts were made with those present who wished to 

receive a digital copy of my story. 
 

 

Fazantenhof in Lochristi.  

Photo 10/02/2020. 
 

From left to right on the 

photo: Danielle and Paul 

Moreels, Christiane my 

wife, myself Alfons, Mrs. 

Janine Stadeus Alderman 

and Mr Yves Deswaene 

Mayor of Lochristi. 

 

 

 

 

 

A hard copy of my story is included in several Belgian and foreign archives: 
 

- Royal Library Brussels: legally deposited Depot number D/2019/Alfons Matthys, publisher / at  

Place BB B 2020 159 ; BB B 2020 159-a. (also Digital Edition). 

- Cegesoma Brussels (Study and Documentation Centre War and Contemporary Society). 

- Stadsarchief Ghent (Black Box). 

- Stadsarchief Lokeren. 

- State Archives in Ghent. 

- UGent History Department. 

- Municipal Public Library of Ghent (2nd floor Occupation-Resistance Room 40 bis 935.4). 

- Stedelijke Openbare Bibliotheek Lochristi (Occupation-Resistance WOII MATT). 

- Municipal Public Library of Lokeren (Occupation-Resistance WOII MATT). 

- Archive of the Congregation of the Josephites Melle. 

- KZ Memorial Site Neuengamme Germany. 

- Denkort Bunker Valentin Bremen Germany. 

- Chateau de Bussières Loire France 

- Documentation center Regional History DSMG St-Amandsberg under number G2 D57. 

- Library of the Heemkundige Kring "De Souvereinen" in Lokeren. 

- Municipal Archives in Melle / Heritage De Gonde 

- Commune de Néronde Loire France (4th revised French edition) 

- Commune de Bussières Loire France (4th revised French edition) 

- Family History Flanders Region Land of Waas :    

also digital via the link https://www.publicatie-landvanwaas.be/index.php?p=ledenpublicaties 

 

Some of the bodies mentioned above also have the digital latest version. 

https://www.publicatie-landvanwaas.be/index.php?p=ledenpublicaties
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I also took the liberty of sending a copy of the first edition of my book to His Majesty King Philip. I 

received the following response from the Court: 
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                                       Final word 

 

On the occasion of the 90th anniversary of OIP, I thought it would be fun to dive into the rich history 

of OIP and put some things on paper. 

A lot of research was done and a start was made collecting historical OIP products. Meanwhile, 10 

years later, a nice little museum has grown out of this. 

However, it remained difficult to reconstruct the 'pre-1960' history. 

Especially around the period of WWII, many questions remained open. Stories about OIP being put 

on a train to France were vague and unsubstantiated. 

Needless to say, I was pleasantly surprised when I saw this book. 

Besides the story of Julius Matthys and 7 other ex-OIP employees, it also provides some insight into 

what happened to a company like OIP during the war years. 

The strategic importance of defense companies is clearly shown here. 

The fact that a number of patriotic employees had to pay for the sabotage with their lives is 

obviously a sad thing, but it is to their credit that they did this in the interest of the fatherland. 

My thanks therefore go to Alfons Matthys who mapped this out and in this way shed some light on 

a dark period in the history of OIP. 

 

Freddy Versluys 
CEO OIP NV 
Oudenaarde June 2019 
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Word of thanks 
 

In no particular order, I would like to express my utmost gratitude to the various persons and/or institutions that have 
helped me in various ways with the set-up and updating of the story of my father and his workmates and the OIP period 
from 1919 to 2019 : 
- Freddy Versluys, CEO of OIP NV Oudenaarde, for sponsoring my story and for the Final Word. 
- Yves Deswaene, Mayor of Lochristi, for his strong contribution to the writing of the Foreword. 
- Lutgart Van Cauwenberghe, Executive Secretary OIP NV for the administrative support. 
- Albert Lafaut, retired employee of OIP NV for making information about OIP available. 
- The Ruffier-Mathelin family in Bussières and Trévoux France for their very interesting information about the 1940's    

and the OIP community at that time. 
- Alina & Tom Faneker, owners of the Chateau in Bussières France, for allowing us to visit the Chateau de la Côte in June 

2019. 
- Annie Thimonier in Civens France for the enormous help with the search in the area of Bussières, Néronde and 

surroundings for i.e. the coordinates of persons who possibly possessed more information concerning the period 1940.  
- Mr.Botheron, son of the former Mayor of Néronde, for the information concerning the period 1940. 
- Marie-Claire Van Hecke in Bretagne France for the info about the family Van Hecke Charly. 
- Louis-Pierre Point, Honorary President of the Association ADN (Amis de Néronde) in Panissières France for the different 

pictures and excerpts of written info concerning the "OIP-Belgians" in 1940 in France. 
- The different relatives of the workmen of my father from the period OIP Ghent, for providing the photos and 

information of their relatives and themselves. 
- Dirk Wanzele, grandson of Maurice, who provided me with very useful information.  
- Elie Wanzele, son of Maurice, who had certain memories from his youth written down by his son Dirk and this helped 

me to corroborate or adjust certain data. 
- Laura Dekeghel, granddaughter of Willy, for making the photos of her grandfather and the former company OIP 

Meersstraat in Ghent available. 
- Paul Drossens, Head of the State Archives of Ghent, who, via the link in the General State Archives of Brussels, provided 

me with extremely interesting and unprecedented information concerning OIP Ghent and "its occupier" Heyde Werke 
from Dresden Germany. 

- John Gerardu from Bremen Germany, who provided me with important information regarding the German company 
Heyde Werke from Dresden Germany and for the placement of the article under the heading "Spurensuche Bremen". 

- Karsten Ellebrecht from Bremen Germany for further help with searches in Germany. 
- Koen Colpaert and the services of TV station AVS Gent for the beautiful report and the interview after the ceremony 

at the laying of the 6 Memorial Stones at 138 Meersstraat in Ghent. 
- Erald De Wachter, secretary of the NCPGR Gent-Eeklo Region, for his valuable help in supplying very useful information, 

in "historically" correcting some of my entries, and for his critical eye in checking my story. 
- Mark Van den Driessche, Chairman NCPGR Region Ghent-Eeklo, for giving me the freedom to write my story in the 

context of the 100th anniversary of OIP NV in combination with the project "Remembrance stones Ghent". 
- The Services of the City of Ghent for the very important help in finding the relatives. 
- Father Paul Janssens, Congregation of the Josephites in Melle, for the picture of Father Stanislas. 
- The Services of the Archives of KZ-Gedenkstätte Neuengamme and of the City Archives of Lübeck Germany for the help 

in finding various information concerning my father Jules. 
- Paul Moreels for some pictures of the OIP-period 1940 and data of his father Albert Moreels 
- Jacques Mollet for some pictures of the OIP-period 1940 and the data of his father Pol Mollet 
- Alexis Callier for the pictures of his grandfather and of his father and various information about OIP 
- Marc Verschooris for additional information about OIP and its employees 
- André Van Wynsberghe for his additional information and the pictures of Néronde 1940 
- Alfons Dick for his additional information and the pictures of Néronde 1940 
- Heemkundige Kring "De Souvereinen" Lokeren for the article in the March 2020 edition of their magazine. 
- Familiekunde Vlaanderen Region Land van Waas for the publication online of the digital version of my story. 
- Municipality of Lochristi for my contribution during the week of "Senior in Action" 2020 
- Geert Herman, freelance reporter, for his contributions in the newspapers "Het Nieuwsblad" and "De Gentenaar". 
- The persons I may have forgotten to mention here.  
- My wife Christiane for the many hours/days/months that she had to miss me while putting this story together.. 
 

Alfons 
Son of Jules. 
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             Some final personal reflections by the Author 
 

I am grateful to everyone who has read my story and wants to give his or her conclusion on it. I dare to hope that my 3 

children Mario, Gino and Nadine, grandchildren of my father Jules; my 14 grandchildren Joachim, Jonathan, Pablo, 

Eniah, Ilonah, Málika, Nala, Wodan, Oonah, Florian, Fabio, Naomi, Delfien and Fiorel, great-grandchildren of my father 

Jules;  my 5 great-grandchildren Lili, Pipa, Jack, Paco and Pollie, great-great-grandchildren of my father Jules; the yet 

to come great-grandchildren and all their relatives, will read this story again later to keep in mind the terrible ordeal of 

their grandfather, great-grandfather and great-great-grandfather. This is the same message I give to Juliana Matthys, 

daughter of my brother René and granddaughter of my father Jules; to Kristof Hillaert, son of Juliana and great-

grandson of my father Jules; to Julie Hillaert, daughter of Kristof and great-granddaughter of my father Jules and all 

their relatives.  

 

I am glad that my efforts for the various searches have led to a story about the suffering of my father Jules during 

WWII and finally also to the spread story about the 8 Werkmakkers Resistance Fighters at OIP Gent. Moreover, the 

story covers the period 1923 to 2019, in other words, the 100 years of OIP NV's existence. Unfortunately, I do not 

exclude that here and there slight deviations or imperfections have remained present as a result of not found detail 

information.  

 

After the distribution of the original edition, I received reactions from various sources that added value to my story 

and gave rise to the second and third, revised edition. These reactions and the help of a number of people who 

contacted me gave rise to the various adjustments and additions and have largely remedied the imperfections of the 

original version. A big thank you to all of you!    

 

In this fourth, revised edition, I have corrected a few details, made a few final additions and made a few minor 

adjustments to the layout. I will leave it at that, and any later necessary adjustments will only be made in a digital 

version. 

 

With the help of Louis-Pierre Point, in March 2022 I was finally able, via Ms. Nicolas Geneviève, Alderman in Néronde, 

to make contact with the municipal departments of Néronde and Bussières and with the Management of the Lycée 

Professionnel Pierre Coton. These contacts eventually showed that a hardcopy would be a welcome gift for these 

municipalities. For both municipalities it is a piece of history to keep in their archives. As a result, I created a French 

(FR) version and then an English (EN) and German (DE) version using DeepL Translator. Nice result. 

 

The first edition of my story was printed and bound on 135 hardcopies and distributed internationally. Several copies 

were also distributed digitally. The second and third revised editions were printed in 8 copies only. These copies were 

distributed: 1 copy to the CEO of OIP, 1 copy in the Museum OIP Oudenaarde, 1 copy to the Mayor of Lochristi and 5 

copies for myself and my family. 

Dozens of digital copies of those revised editions were distributed. This NL fourth, revised edition is printed in 6 copies 

and distributed : 1 ex Museum OIP, 1 ex Mayor of Lochristi, 4 ex myself and my three children. The FR version: 1 ex 

Museum OIP, 2 ex Communities Néronde en Bussières, 1 ex myself. EN version: 1 ex Museum OIP, 1 ex myself. DE 

version: 1 copy Museum OIP, 1 copy myself.  

 

A record of all hardcopies and digital versions distributed and to be distributed is available from the author by name 

and address of the recipient.  

 

To the OIP management I would like to thank them once again for the realization of the hardcopies of my story.  

 

Alfons  

Son of Jules 

Lochristi, 13 April 2022 
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Coordinates of the Author 
 
 

                   

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Yes, I am very proud of my father! 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

No part of this publication may be reproduced and/or published by print, photocopy                                                          

or any other means without the prior written consent of the Author.
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Belgium 

Tel.: +32 55 33 38 11 

Fax.: +32 55 33 38 02 
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                                 Memorial plaque at the prison "Nieuwewandeling" Ghent Belgium. 

 

 
Concentration Camp Neuengamme Germany. 


